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CHAPTER 1:
MY BEGINNINGS
I am a child of Africa, a daughter of a spiritual world that is
characterised by love and light. I believe that I was born for
greatness and discovered, as I grew up, that this meant I was born
to “serve and to keep growing”.

I

Nompumelelo Zondi, was born one September day in 1972 to Gilbert (Gilindoda) Tyawa
and Ilance (Zodwa Tagu) Tyawa in Senaoane, a small community within Soweto. I was
the last-born of four children. My name means “Mother of Success” or “Prosperity“. My
oldest sister is Nokuzola – meaning “Mother of Peace and calm”, the second born is my
late brother Sivuyile – meaning: “We are Joyful”. The third born, and my second sister, is
Nombeko, which means “Mother of Kindness”. Our names tell each of our birth stories. They
are all positive names, which says a lot about our parents.
I am told by my sisters that the process of naming me was quite a democratic one. My
siblings were asked to give their input by suggesting some fitting names for the “new baby”.
They finally agreed on naming me Nompumelelo. I am commonly known as Mpumi, which is
an abbreviation of my name. I guess it might have been too long for some people.
In my adult life some call me Sisi Mpumi as a sign of respect and acknowledgement for being
older than them. I am also known as Ma-Zondi as I got married into the Zondi family in 2001.
Where I come from a name is an important part of one’s identity and there are often interesting
stories behind the naming of children. Names are believed to connect with how we behave and
with who we become. I am therefore quite grateful to my parents for giving us such beautiful
names. And I believe that I have lived out and continue to be true to my name by wanting
goodness, prosperity and success, not only
for myself, but also for others.

My family
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Our parents were not perfect (just like we
have learnt that we are not perfect parents
to our own children), however, they held
certain values that were powerful. My father
worked as a ticket examiner for what was
called at the time “the Railway” and was
later known as Spoornet. From there he
moved on to work as an administrator for a
company that produced fertilizer.
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My mother was a nursing assistant and worked at different clinics in Soweto and in
Johannesburg. Towards her retirement she also worked at a clinic in Rosettenville which
at the time was a clinic that served mostly white patients. She had lots of funny stories
about how she tackled racism and other challenges of that environment. She was strong and
feisty and faced such challenges head on. I didn’t know at the time, but today I can safely
say my mother was a “community activist”. She expressed her Christian faith by helping
others (especially elderly people). For a woman of her time she was also a “feminist” – the
education of us as girl-children was as important to her as the education of her boy-child.
I believe she was a “political activist” as well. While she was not involved in any political
movement, she was not afraid to speak her mind and her truth. Sometimes she would get
her point across regardless of how the other person would feel.
My dad, on the other hand, was an introvert who had a dignified stature. He was relaxed and
took his time to do things, sometimes to the irritation of my mother. He also had an amazing
sense of humour. Although introverted and quiet, he would become surprisingly vibrant
when he had a few drinks and he would sing a lot of church hymns. I believe my siblings and
I take our sense of humour from him as many things amuse us and when we are together
we share love and laughter.
Both our parents were staunch Christians who were active in the church, more so my mother.
She was an active member of the Anglican Women’s Fellowship and later a member of the
Mothers’ Union in the church. Sometimes I thought my father was pressurised to go to
church to keep the peace. However, he also developed his own identity by being a staunch
member of the Anglican Men’s Forum and Evangelical Guild.
Our parents did things in the best way they knew. They offered us love in a different way
from how we do it now with our children. There were no hugs, nor were we asked to share
our feelings, but we knew how much we were loved. Our education was one of their highest
priorities and they expected us to improve on what they had done.
They lived through the horror and the
trauma of the oppressive, cruel and criminal
apartheid system. I believe that conquering
the system that was constructed to oppress
black people to be the slaves of white
people, by educating their children, was a
remarkable achievement.
Essential values that were a foundation of
my socialisation were a deep respect for
God, respect for the elders, for one’s self
and for others. Hard work, independence,
doing the right thing, and sharing with
others were also important values.

My father at work
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Political Lessons
We grew up in a highly politicised environment. We were part of a community and society that
was not at peace. Even though I was only four years old during the Soweto uprisings in 1976,
I do have faint memories of these big cars (sometimes they were brown and at other times
yellow) with soldiers that had faces that looked scarily pink. There would be serious faces
protruding from the top of the camouflaged vehicles, faces of soldiers carrying rifles. There
was a tense atmosphere and you would hear
older people talking about the “machine”.
Bakeries, bottle stores and other community
structures were burnt down. I remember my
parents worrying about my older siblings.
While our parents were doing their best to
try and carry on as normal, there were scary
stories of what seemed, to my four-year-old
mind, a war going on around the township.
Soweto, 1976

Two years later, a white woman visited our
crèche. I had never really seen a person who
looked like that before. We were all fascinated. The children who were less shy than I ran
towards her when she entered the gates. I remember just standing there overwhelmed with
feelings of confusion and at the same time being curious. What kind of person was this?
Where did she come from? Her colour and her hair were different from ours.
I went home and related the story to my mother and asked her questions about the unusual
person that visited our crèche. I described her skin as lighter and her hair as long. I asked my
mom what kind of a person this was. She explained that these people were known as white
people and that they had separated themselves from us as because they wrongly believed
that they were better than us. I believe that day I received my first brief, but profound political
lesson from her – it has influenced the way I perceived the world. My mother emphasised
that these people were not any better than us, but that they had made themselves better by
giving good things to themselves and their children. They had better homes, their children
enjoyed nicer crèches and schools and most black people worked for them.
“We are all created equal,” she added with irritation.
The lesson from that talk was that I was not going to be scared of these people when I met one
face to face. I was also made to believe that I was special and very important and that I should
go out into the world with that attitude. While it was my first political lesson it was also my first
lesson in humanity.
What fascinated me about my parents was their passion and determination to build a different
reality for their children. They wanted us to write a new story with our lives and to defeat the
mistaken, but widespread, belief that black people could never amount to anything.
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As the political environment in Soweto became more volatile, my two older siblings (my brother
and my third born sister) were the first ones to be taken to a boarding school. This allowed
them to focus on their education. My oldest sister had already completed her education in that
volatile Soweto environment. She had been in her teens when Soweto students rose against
the unjust education system that was pushing Afrikaans down their throats.
In the late 80s, I was also saved from the riots and the township violence by being sent to a
boarding school in what was known as the Eastern Transvaal (now known as Mpumalanga).
This was my parent’s commitment and determination to getting all of us educated despite the
political challenges that were facing township schools during that era. And so, I was socialised
into knowing the pain of inequality that caused black people to rise, and at the same time I
was protected from it.

It Takes a Community to Raise a Child
Senaoane and Orlando West are the two places that shaped
my Africanness and my understanding of township life.
The match box houses in Senaoane, where my parents lived,
had four rooms. From a very early age I have memories of
our house being extended. We had a bathroom, and even
though it was not fully functional (there was no geyser), it
was still a privilege. We also had the privilege of having a
lounge and a veranda over and above the kitchen, dining
room and two bedrooms. This might have been another
attempt by our parents to create a comfortable space for us.
The environment was vibrant, always busy and noisy. There
was a connectedness amongst neighbours which was not
without its tensions sometimes. However, we grew up
knowing that neighbours and other adults in the community
were also our parents. You were looked after by more than
your own parents.
When I was in primary school there was a time when our school was so overcrowded that
we had to attend in two sessions. I was part of a group that started in the afternoon from
about one o’clock to around four o’clock. As I could not be left alone in the house until
school time, my mother would prepare my uniform, my after-school clothes and lunch and
leave me in the care of the Baba who was our neighbour. He was unemployed and disabled
but he looked after me until it was time for me to change into my uniform and go to school.
This is a memory that warms my heart and is just one of the things that made me feel
that we were children of the community and that one was accountable to more than your
immediate family.
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My maternal grandmother lived in Orlando-West, and during the school holidays we would
always look forward to visiting her. This is where we met up with our other brothers and
sisters, what our children today would call cousins.
The value our parents placed on family,
extended family, the community, and the
church community was deeply ingrained
in me throughout my childhood. This
socialisation influenced how I perceive the
world. It taught me about connectedness
and about being surrounded by people who
care. It also prepared me for how I would
raise our only son, Sinqobile. As siblings we
were mindful of supporting each other in
raising our children and influencing them to
rally around and support each other.
My mom on her wedding day surrounded by children

This is a memory that warms my heart and
is just one of the things that made me feel
that we were children of the community and that one was accountable to more than your
immediate family.

An Enquiring Mind
Socially I was introverted and shy. This often made it difficult for me to find the words to
speak back when I was provoked and teased by other children. But my mother pushed me
to stand up for myself.
Even though my voice was often silenced in primary school, I did get my revenge in class. I
would think to myself: “Yes, they can have the loudest voice, but I will beat them when our
reports come out at the end of the quarter.”
I was aware from an early age that I was intelligent, and my mother made sure that I knew
this. So, I was never in trouble for not knowing the answer to the teacher’s question –
something that, during that time, could result in quite harsh punishment.
I was more comfortable with my internal world which I could control. Here I could also
create my own fun. I spent a lot of my childhood playing by myself, creating my own games,
asking questions about my life.
My two siblings were in boarding school and my elder sister lived with my grandmother.
Although I had friends at school, my mother was strict about my movements. I had to have
permission to go and play with the neighbour’s kids or to have them come play in our yard.
I was one of those children who never played on the street.
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One of my favourite games was to play school by myself. There
was a peach tree, not very far from the kitchen, that became
part of my game. The different branches would be my pupils
or students and I would be a teacher. There was also a box that
was used to keep coals for making fire in the stove (in those
days there was no electricity). I used the box as my blackboard.
I would collect the pieces of chalk that teachers could not
use at school and I would stand in front of the tree and teach
whatever we were learning at school that day. I would also roleplay what was happening in class by shouting and punishing
those who did not do their homework or who didn’t give me
the right answer. I had a very imaginative mind and still do. This
would sometimes run away with me and would get me into
trouble with my parents. For example, often when I was sent to
fetch something in my parents’ bedroom, I would be distracted by the mirror on the vanity
table. The table had a chair that you could pull out and sit in front of the mirror when you are
preparing yourself. Often I would forget that I had been sent to bring something important.
Instead, I would take out the chair and gaze into the mirror and ask myself questions such
as: “Where did I come from? Where did my Mama and Baba and their parents come from? I
would go as far as asking myself in the mirror: “Where did God come from and who are God’s
parents? Until I was startled by a shout from another room: “Hey! mntana ndini ukuphi,
awusabuyi na?” (Hey, you child, where are you, how come you are not coming back?) My
internal world was full of questions, half answered. It was also full of conversations and
laughter – often at older people I was not allowed to laugh about openly.
I was a deeply reflective child. I continue value going deeply into reflective spaces. My growth
depends partly on my ability to reflect and converse with myself. I have accepted that my
passion to help and serve comes from a deep place and is probably part of my search for
answers to the many questions that I always had about so many complex issues, including
those of social injustice.

The Power of Formal and Informal Education
Throughout my school life I was a brilliant student. I also had amazing role-models in my
older siblings, who took their education seriously, went all the way to get a tertiary education
with some even completing post graduate studies.
Having said that, in interacting with others I was mindful that not everyone had the same
opportunities as my siblings and me. The starting line was not the same. The inequalities in
our communities and in the general South African society bothered me. In boarding school,
I learnt that there were children who had more than me because their parents had more.
And then there were others who had less than me because their parents had less than mine.
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I had many questions about this inequality and my mother had a standard response:
“Education will bring you freedom. Education is your freedom. When you are educated
don’t forget to pull those behind you up as well. And never forget where you come from.”
In my final year of high school, the boarding house had to be closed for reasons unknown
to us. Our school was moved to another area in the village and our lives changed as we had
to be day scholars. We had to find our own place to live as tenants in the village. My best
friend Lindi and I stayed with two different families in the village in our matric year. The first
stay was not pleasant as we experienced emotional abuse from the landlady. We moved
to find accommodation with a second family and the living arrangements were better as
we hired an outside room. This was the first time I was exposed to the struggle of black
South Africans who lived in rural areas. I was educated by observing the poverty in the
rural community. It was different from the townships and I realised that even amongst black
people, the hardships were different.
These difficulties and the challenges we faced in that environment made us both determined
to do well in our matric exams. We never wanted to see that dry, seemingly forgotten
environment ever again. Lindi is still my best friend and we have moments when we laugh
about those difficult times. But we also acknowledge how much they strengthened our
characters and motivated us to work harder.

Studying Social Work at the University of Durban-Westville
People often ask when and how I made the choice to become a social worker. It was not a
profession I always thought of. In matric I was adamant that I wanted to be the doctor of the
eyes: an optometrist. But when I got my matric results I was disappointed that I had done
very badly in mathematics. So, even though I had passed the other subjects very well, I had
to choose another career. I made my choice after having a conversation with my mother. I
don’t remember the conversation verbatim, however, I do remember feeling supported and
thinking I might just be surprised and enjoy it. I applied to the University of Cape Town and
the University of Durban-Westville (now known as the University of Kwa-Zulu Natal). I was
accepted at Durban-Westville.
I was sad that Lindi and I could not be together
at university. She went to further her studies
in another institution in Pretoria. However,
I was very proud of us both for making it into
university. I was going to give these four years
of learning my best – just as I have always been
taught to do at home and just as we had done in
the previous year.
Graduation day with my parents
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at a university. It was not a given for a black child. I was also aware of carrying the needs of
many poor families in my heart and secretly thinking maybe, once I was qualified, I could
make a difference in these communities.
The four years of studying social work expanded my perspective and my world view. We
were taught many theories of how the world worked and how human beings are shaped by
their environments, be it their families, their communities and societies. We were taught
about a lot of dysfunction in both individuals and families. We were taught about our role in
intervening to help people help themselves with all these issues.
I was increasingly angered by the unjust system that created poverty and the social structures
that were not working. This intensified my determination to return to my community and
change the futures of many who were stuck.
But, there was another problem I was grappling with in my heart. The more I was learning,
the more I felt irritated and uncomfortable with what we were learning. These theories and
solutions all came from a Western context. I had to sit in my deep-thinking head and try to
make sense of what I was learning; apply it to the context that I came from as well as to the
rural context I had been exposed to in my final year of high school.
I struggled with the Western concepts such as family therapy. They were so removed and
disconnected from the experience of families that I knew from my context. I thought about
my grandmother’s home where family seemed to be everyone. One could not keep up with
the different people she took in, and we knew them all as family. It would be an insult if I went
back home and work with a “gogo” such as my grandmother and tell her all those people
were not her immediate family. ‘Family’, according to the Western definition, was completely
different. According to this definition it would include only the grandmother and her four
children. Even we as her grandchildren would be known as “extended family”. What does that
mean anyway? This didn’t make any sense to me.
I started complaining. How come there was no
South African, or even an academic from the
rest of the continent, who could prepare us to
go back and serve our uniquely complex South
African communities? I started feeling like the
fees my parents were paying were too much
for me to still try to contextualise theories for
myself. They should give us black students a
discount, I laughingly thought to myself.

I asked myself: “How come there
was no South African, or even
an academic from the rest of the
continent, who could prepare
us to go back and serve our
uniquely complex South African
communities?”

I recall getting into trouble with my social
work professor. We were doing a module on
interviewing skills in case-work. She asked us to go and study as many feeling words as
we could so that we would master reflecting the clients’ feelings back to them during an
interview. I could no longer keep my questions private and raised my hand.
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“Where are the vernacular words to reflect feelings? I think in my mother tongue and
imagine that I am going to be doing this social work interview with black clients. What if we
also brainstorm vernacular feeling words to expand our vocabulary for feeling words and
reflecting phrases?”
I will not share her response to my questions and suggestions, except that her face was filled
with disgust, I was not her favourite student throughout my university life.
Because a lot of sacrifices had been made back home for me to be at university (I didn’t
have a bursary), I had no desire or plans to graduate to go and work in a suburb with English
speaking people. I wanted to work with people that I identified with and with people I was
connected to through our common struggles.
During one of the holidays I shared with my mother my experiences of not identifying
with most of the theories and complained that our text books were written by Europeans
and Americans. She encouraged me to continue learning. Later-on in life, she said, I could
do something about it. It was not a long conversation. Sometimes she could just say one
sentence and you knew that you were not going any further with the conversation.
She might not have known, but the line: “You will do something about it later in life”, gave
me temporary peace. I knew that one day I would influence change. I knew that I would
work with others to come up with ‘context-specific’ and culturally appropriate methods of
intervention. In the future I wanted to develop theories from the ground up.
At the end of my University life I was surprised by how much I had grown. Although I was
still introverted and enjoyed my internal space and internal world of long conversations with
myself, I had more courage to ask questions about issues that were meaningful to me.
I had grown, it’s true, but I didn’t know that this was only a foundation. Real life education
was about to begin in working with communities.
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CHAPTER 2:
REAL LIFE VERSUS THEORY
Theories are only a guide.
Real life is a life-long teacher.
My First Disappointment

A

fter university I was extremely excited and looked forward to putting my education
into practice. Even though I questioned some of the theories I had learnt, I did feel
that they offered me a useful guide. I was ready to change the world. I was young and
innocent and honestly believed that the world was waiting for my 23-year-old self to rock
up and change it!
My first job was in Kwa-Zulu Natal, at an NGO that offered services of care and support to
the elderly. The organisation had previously only offered services to Indian clients. I joined in
what was only the second year that black communities were included. The work was done
at a drop-in service centre. Gogos and mkhulus would be picked up from their homes in the
morning and brought into the centre to spend recreational time with each other.
I was up to the challenge. I kept thinking: “It’s about time that people are served according
to their needs, and not according to their race group.”
Part of my role was to get to know the communities where the clients were coming from.
The main areas were parts of Inanda township and an informal settlement that was known
as Kwa-Bester. In the first three months I worked on creating a community profile so that we
could do a needs assessment of our clients.
Spending time in these communities was both exciting and hard work and brought home the
realities of the clients’ context. It was 1995, hardly a year after our first democratic elections.
There were still lots of tensions between the African National Party and the Inkatha Freedom
Party in these communities which had witnessed violence between these political rivals.
There was lots of suspicion and mistrust in the community, especially towards unknown
strangers like myself. I was often questioned about my allegiance and quickly learnt to be
careful about who introduced me to the community. It was tough to consistently have to
prove that you were not serving the interests of any faction.
I decided that it was best to develop relationships with ordinary people who had knowledge
about the dynamics of their community. I consciously stayed focused on the fact that I was
there to contribute to the improvement of the clients, regardless of what was happening
around me.
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Despite managing to produce a community profile that I was proud of, I was frustrated. I
felt that the next phase of our intervention should be to introduce programs based on the
needs that the elderly had articulated. I was envisaging holistic family-focused interventions.
The elderly had grandchildren who needed support. They were struggling with the deaths
of their children from HIV/AIDS. On top of this, the stigma around the virus was preventing
them from even making sense of this illness.
But my excitement at working with the gogos and mkhulus was destroyed when I discovered
that the organisation was not really interested in meaningful change. They just wanted to be
praised for including black clients in their target group. I was disappointed, and left.

Working with Foster Mothers
My next job was at the Child Protection Agency of Child Welfare in Durban. I was monitoring
and supporting foster parents in nurturing the children placed in their care. These children
had been removed from their biological families due to various types of abuse, including
neglect. When I read some of the files, I realised that the neglect was often circumstantial.
And I remember thinking:

“White people have constructed this system of apartheid that has created and maintained
the oppression of black people. And now these families are being further punished because
they cannot take care of their children. Separating them from their children is unfair.”
One of the highlights of this work was introducing a new system of monthly meetings with
all the foster mothers in the township of Chesterville. I encouraged the mothers to form a
network of support in their neighbourhood. We worked together to develop strategies to
save parts of their foster care grants so that they could buy Christmas clothes, groceries
and school uniforms for the children. It was so exciting. Each foster parent would bring their
‘bank-book’ to show how their savings were growing.
This network went beyond savings though. It was also about developing a supportive
network amongst foster mothers – we wanted the children to have a whole village of
nurturers. I discovered how much I enjoyed this method of working. I realised that my roots
had remained with me and that I was integrating who I was as an African child, into my
work. We were using the strength of the communal nature of black families. No theory had
prepared me for this!

Culturally Appropriate Family Interventions
Through these experiences I was becoming conscious and intentional about the type of
service that I wanted to provide and the professional growth that I wanted for myself. I
wanted to specialise in a particular area and not end up doing generic social work.

16
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At the same time, I was longing to return to my home in Johannesburg from which I had
been separated since the age of 14 when I was taken to boarding school. So, when I was
offered a job by the Sexual Abuse Unit of Johannesburg Child Welfare, I did not hesitate.
This was a highly specialised environment that worked therapeutically with children who
had been molested in their families. Initially I worked with families. Later I became a
trainer sharing this specialised knowledge and skill with other social workers, nurses and
professionals.
Once again, I felt it was important to understand people from their own context, as well as
from the perspective of the theories I was continuing to learn. I observed that many families
who brought their children for assessments and therapy brought their African spirituality with
them. Many felt traditional healers to be more effective than the counselling we were doing.
I took this seriously and in my crazy thoughts began to realise that we needed to include
traditional healers in our multi-disciplinary teams that support families after such trauma.
My manager was open to the idea and I was excited and challenged at the same time. One
of the highlights was developing an innovative program to train traditional healers in basic
support skills. Some of the more conventional professionals were dismayed and horrified
by this. But we wanted children to be treated with care, respect and sensitivity, no matter
where they were taken. I was determined to form a working partnership with anyone if it
was in the interest of the children.
The course with traditional healers was facilitated and presented in Isizulu. They were
trained to listen and hear the feelings of their clients who were brought to them.
This experience also brought lessons of its own. Care is diverse
and needs to be meaningful to those who are using the care.
I also realised that respect for people’s cultural contexts and
beliefs contributes positively to their well-being and to the
restoration of their dignity. This brought to life one of the early
lessons I had learnt at the university – that it is always about the
client and not about you.

Care is diverse
and needs to be
meaningul to those
who are using the
care.

Another exciting adventure was partnering with a social worker whose roots were in the
United Kingdom. She had been trained in conventional theories of family therapy and
together we developed a training course for social workers around the topic of culturally
appropriate family interventions. It was a dream come true and I often wished my dismissive
university professor could have witnessed our work.
By now I had developed confidence in my view that serving families, groups and communities
using interventions that were culturally and contextually meaningful was deeply affirming
of their humanity. It restores the dignity, which for so many generations had been stripped
away by oppression, segregation and exploitation. This was my own way of pushing back at
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a destructive system. I did not participate in party politics, I had become an activist through
my work.
This private ceremony of conferring unto myself a ‘Diploma in Activism’, opened my creativity
and affirmed my belief that we can also legitimately serve in unconventional ways when we
allow the needs of our communities to lead us.
My time at the sexual abuse unit of the Johannesburg Child Welfare Society brought other
powerful lessons that have shaped the leader that I am now. For the first time, I worked in
a team that was genuinely caring. Our manager prioritised our care and put structures into
our daily rhythm so that we could spend time reflecting and relating with honesty to each
other. This helped me to understand that when people who care for others genuinely cared
for themselves, it improves their ability to care for clients and communities.
In the meantime, I had married a wonderful man, Musa Zondi, and we were raising our son,
Sinqobile, the warrior.
I also began to notice that all the stories of sexual abuse were making me feel paranoid and
anxious for my child. I furthermore realised that I was drained and exhausted and close
to burn out. Thus, despite having a wonderful time at the Johannesburg Welfare Society,
I decided that I needed a change. I registered as a social worker in private practice, and
worked with clients privately, in my own time and space.

As a young black woman who grew
up in Soweto, and who studied
and practiced social work in KwaZulu Natal, I passionately believed
that healing should speak to the
contexts of those that we serve,
otherwise it becomes about us
and not them.

I did not enjoy this for long. I felt I had abandoned
the community worker in me. My ability to plant
new seeds and ideas in others, to help them
be their best, was wasting away. It was time to
embark on a new adventure!
As a young black woman who grew up in Soweto,
and who studied and practised social work in
Kwa-Zulu Natal, I passionately believed that
healing should speak to the contexts of those
that we serve, otherwise it becomes about us
and not them.

HOPE
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Some fundamental lessons from my work as a social worker
•

Building relationships based on humility and respect for the wisdom and life
experiences of the other helps people to trust you. Together you can then find
new ways of influencing the future.

•

Wisdom lies in the community and with ordinary people. The more you listen
and respect the communities you serve, the more you allow yourself to be
educated by them.

•

When we take time to understand and respect people’s contexts, we journey
with them in a culturally appropriate and sensitive manner. This promotes
healing.

•

Being a professional does not make one better; it simply opens one’s world
and one’s understanding of complex psychological and socio-political issues
from within a particular framework.

•

Being a professional can give me access to power. I need to be conscious
that I do not use this power to undermine those I help. After all, they are my
greatest teachers on how I can climb my own mountains.

•

If my privilege does not inspire others to strive to be their best; and if my
education does not fuel me towards advocating for the rights of the less
privileged, then my education and privilege are useless. They only serve
myself and not the community.

•

One can have very little materially but be rich with love – and children thrive
from that love.

•

Sometimes people make desperate choices because of a lack of guidance,
education and opportunity.

•

Abuse can give birth to more abuse. When children are violated it changes who
they are and who they were created to be. Journeying with people through
these horrible disruptions contributes to re-constructing and transforming
their lives.
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CHAPTER 3:
SIYABANAKEKELA IS BORN
“When our wounds cease to be a source of shame and become a
source of healing for others, we become wounded healers.”
Henry Nouwen
The Journey Continues

I

n November 2004, I joined a small counselling organisation known as ROCS in Martindale in
Johannesburg to work as a part-time training manager. A brief history of the organisation
was that it was originally known as the Martindale Counselling Centre, a volunteer
counselling service based at the St Francis Xavier Catholic Church in Martindale. It was
started in 1984 by three Masters students in Psychology (one of them the priest of the
abovementioned parish) in partial fulfilment of the requirements for their degree.
Between 1984 and 2001 counselling services were run by volunteer counsellors, mainly
after working hours. The counsellors were trained and supervised by clinical psychologists
and social workers who were paid on a sessional basis. With the exception of a receptionist/
administrator who also fulfilled the duties of a parish secretary there were no full-time
employees.
In 2002 a part-time director was employed. She became responsible for setting up the
statutory and administrative infrastructure for the service, which registered as a non-profit
and public benefit organisation, and employed a full-time social worker.
When I joined the organisation, I was employed to attend to the growing demand for the
training of volunteer counsellors. My need to work for a smaller organisation probably
contributed to my overlooking the mismatch between the services of the organisation and
my own passion and values.
ROCS did good work for individual clients. The volunteers were committed, and clinical
supervisors gave up much of their evenings and Saturdays. But because of the hours they
worked, clients who did not have their own transport to attend evening sessions or who
might need Saturdays to do their laundry – in essence, the poor – were ruled out. Counsellors
were not permitted to do home visits or to engage the rest of the family. The real-life context
of the clients was out of reach of the counsellors.
I reflected, “Yes Mpumi, the organisation is offering valuable emotional support to largely
middle-class individuals. Their issues are as important as those of others.” While this gave
me temporary peace, I could never quite persuade myself that this made it right to exclude
others. The community worker, outside-the-box trainer and social worker in me soon started
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asking questions. I tried to hide my discomfort, my feelings, my complaints, but something
in me was just not at peace.
What made things worse was a sign at the gate saying: “Counselling by appointment only”.
And I knew that just down the road from the centre the community of Westbury was caught
up in intergenerational cycles of poverty, substance abuse and gang violence. Poverty impacts
on the whole human being, including his/her mental health and emotional well-being. What
were we as a counselling service doing for poor people in our immediate backyard? And
even if members of that community did pass our centre to ask a few questions, would the
sign not put them off?
The organisational culture was also different from that of my previous organisation. It was
much smaller and yet, I felt there was an avoidance or even a denial of the complexities
facing South African society. I tried my best to focus on what I was expected to do. But I went
through many days feeling like a fake.
Then in 2005 a survey was done by the organization. It indicated that in order to remain
relevant and survive a complete strategic rethink was needed. The director felt that the new
direction required a different set of skills and stepped down. As soon as it was announced
that we were to be joined by Johanna Kistner, I felt relieved. I had heard about the courageous
work she had done during the violent political uprisings in Kathlehong. I also knew she was
passionate about community psychology and working creatively with individuals, groups
and communities. Something new could happen in my life!

The Organisation Turns Towards the Community
The change in leadership contributed to many other changes in our interventions with
individuals, groups and communities. Slowly we were attracting a much wider community
of people into the training we had
to offer. These ranged from carers,
home-based carers, to counsellors
from other organisations and even
community activists. By 2007, our
work also included those carers and
activists in the sex-worker space and
in the LGBTI movement. All this added
depth to our work.
The change in leadership brought about
significant changes in how we were
intervening with individuals, groups,
and communities. We started working
in a nearby informal settlement, and

The counselling team
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gradually moved into other neighbourhoods in and around Soweto. We set up groups for people
affected by HIV/AIDS, for children who had lost care givers to the pandemic and for grandmothers
caring for orphaned children. We ran holiday programmes and bereavement retreats. Most
importantly, we started recruiting and training full-time counsellors for our services.
Our training programme soon reached out to and attracted much wider groups of community
carers, ranging from home-based carers, residential and community child care workers to lay
counsellors from other organisations and community activists in the sex-worker sector and
LGBTI movement.
We also realised that the time had come to take our service beyond the confines of the
Catholic church community and after a lot of careful consideration changed the name
to Sophiatown Community Psychological Services (SCPS), in honour of the once vibrant
community that fought against forced displacement with courage and determination,
symbolic of what the values we as a team wanted to stand for.

Working with Care Workers
The work with care workers started in 2005, when SCPS was invited by the Johannesburg
Catholic Diocese to facilitate a morning workshop on HIV/AIDS to about 60 priests. I was
curious about this request and went with my senior to facilitate this workshop. While it
felt more like a talk shop than a workshop, the experience was not a waste of time. We
started receiving more invitations from the Diocesan AIDS office to offer debriefing skills to
groups of home-based carers. This was the beginning of a journey of twelve years of growing
with and through various home-based carers, child-care workers, community activists and
residential care workers.
Initially the most common request was based on the concern by the Diocesan office that
home-based carers were emotionally burdened and drained by their work. At that time
HIV treatment was not readily available. Our
I was excited that I was
president, Mr Mbeki, was still pre-occupied with
the intellectual argument of whether HIV causes
going to facilitate and
AIDS. Our then Minister of Health, minimised the
listen in my mother tongue
treatment of people living with HIV to eating garlic
and my mother heart. I
and beetroot!

felt a sense of freedom. I
anticipated a connection
from the heart and I was
about to communicate my
first important message of
a caring-for-the-woundedcarer approach.
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families, as many were caring for family members
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therefore was to be present and to create a space
that was safe, caring and non-judgmental.
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I don’t remember the faces of the first home-based care workers I worked with, but I do
remember a lot of other things about that time. The workshop was titled ‘Caring for the
caregiver - growing stronger together’. As I had been struggling with the disconnectedness
of the work done in the organisation, this theme probably reflected my own need to have
a communal journey and a sense of healing together.
I also recall my personal sense of relief and excitement that I could be fully myself again
with these women. I was excited that I was going to facilitate and listen in my mother
tongue and my mother heart. I felt a sense of freedom. I anticipated a connection from
the heart and I was about to communicate my first important message of a caring-for-thewounded-carer approach.
The messages of this approach are:
•

You are the most important person to yourself and what you are about to learn
is secondary to you.

•

What you are about to learn must come only after your personal story has been
told and heard.

•

In the word YOU, there is more than you, the individual. When you enter a
learning space such as a workshop, your past, the wounds you carry, the sociopolitical construction of the world that has shaped you, those that lived before
you, enter that space with you because they are in you. In YOU, we see an
individual, but we also have access to your family, your community, your village,
your society, and ultimately the universe.

Another group that we worked with was the senior care workers. The Diocesan Aids
Commission felt that they needed skills in running debriefing sessions which they could
then take to their respective organisations. This program was run in collaboration with a
psychologist who had put together a manual on how to run debriefing sessions.
While the process was exciting for the senior care workers, it unfortunately didn’t bring
about the desired outcomes. While the carers had their reasons for this not happening,
I had my own theory about the obstacles for transferring the skills into their respective
environments, i.e. they needed self-awareness work.
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The training was based on a cognitive understanding of stress, burnout and post-traumatic
stress disorder. Interventions designed to address these included facilitation skills. After the
training we expected them to then have the confidence to transfer this knowledge to the
carers and volunteers in their organisations. There was nothing in our program that explored
who they were, their socialisation and their values, and how all these factors influenced
their understanding of care and self-care. The training appealed only to the head, and not
to their hearts and souls.

Healing Through Training
Slowly a model for our work was taking shape. We wanted to offer something much deeper
than debriefing and training to care workers. While most training imparts knowledge and
skills: counselling skills, skills to do a home visit with patients, skills to support families
who are grieving and skills to organise community-based support groups - we started the
process by acknowledging the story that each carer carries. By helping participants to enter

Key concepts of the “Healing Through Training” approach
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•

People carry their roots, their contexts, their traumas wherever they go – also
into the training spaces.

•

The Healing Through Training approach provides a shift in how people perceive
themselves. People become more open to taking responsibility for their own
emotional issues and often request individual counselling, something they
would not have dreamt of doing before entering the programme.

•

Human beings use themselves as tools in the helping field and therefore
healing happens when we acknowledge the self, our context and trauma,
and give ourselves lots of self-space to be seen and heard and affirmed.

•

The tool of self can only be sharpened with skills after it has undergone the
process of being acknowledged and supported.

•

Opening spaces in training situations for participants to be in touch with who
they are, prepares a fertile ground for more openness to receiving skills. You
can’t effectively empower a wounded heart.
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the realm of their personal experience and woundedness, we were facilitating a space for
healing. We came up with the name ‘Healing Through Training’.
This approach is rooted in the belief that the care worker’s journey starts long before she/he
meets us. It includes all the painful emotional, physical, economic and sexual violations she/
he has experienced. It also includes the bitter fruits of apartheid which have affected all of
our lives, as well as the trauma and loss associated with the current socio-political context.

Siyabanakekela
As we continued working the Diocesan office increasingly made requests for care workers
to be debriefed. Our capacity was limited, and we were challenged by one of our funding
partners to consolidate our program.
So, in 2012 we went through a deep reflection process, looking at what we were doing, our
assumptions and our theory of change.
This reflection led us to the following:
•

Care workers who have their own hurts and wounds attended to, will be able to
care better for the hurts and wounds of others.

•

Care workers who are able to grow beyond negative assumptions they have
about themselves, will be able to help others to grow.

•

Care workers who are able to break the silence and share experiences with each
other, will be able to speak out against injustice, will be able to allow others to
speak for themselves as well.

•

Care workers who develop a sense of dignity and confidence, will be able to
help others to find theirs.

We started thinking of a name that would best capture our work and came up with the
word Siyabanakekela. Siyabanakekela is an isiZulu word which means, “We care for them”.
It captures our journey with care workers: witnessing their life journeys, they are heard.
They are given a space to be themselves. Their stories are given the dignity they deserve.
They receive new skills in self-development and professional development. They have
opportunities to engage with their supervisors and share their experiences of bullying and
abuse and their need for respect. All of this because we care for them.
The process acknowledges that while the carers have been wounded, they have enormous
potential to transform the experience of their own woundedness into opportunities for the
healing for others. This healing happens through conscious reflection and the processing of
their own hurts. Siyabanakekela: Caring for the Wounded Healer was born!!
Strengthening the Wounded Carer
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Reflection
It is often said that how you start a journey is not important, what matters
is how you finish it. I agree with the statement in as far as when the journey
starts badly we still have the power to determine how it ends.
Starting a journey well, gives a person so many advantages. And in this
regard, I have been lucky. My family was not rich, but they gave me a strong
foundation by continuously instilling in me the feeling that I matter. This
has given me a key to open my world through education. I mattered enough to be
made to believe that I can be anything, as long as I am true to my values. I mattered
enough to be made aware of the inequalities of this country, without being made
to feel there was nothing I could do. I mattered enough to be made to feel worthy
of respect, through learning to respect others, to be worthy of being loved, through
loving others. I mattered enough to be taught that I was unique, and yet I was
reassured that I will never be alone – that there will always be love surrounding me.
I have always thought of my parents as heroes. They conquered the apartheid
system that had turned and kept their parents as domestic workers and miners.
They rose above this cruelty of apartheid by creating a different life for themselves,
and an even better life for their children. Their heroism gave me courage to believe
that nothing is impossible, and no unjust system can keep us down forever. And
today I feel that if I do not share what I have received, I will be failing all those who
worked so hard to give me a good foundation. It would be a shame and an insult
for me as a child of Africa and a daughter of the spiritual world to enjoy all the
advantages of my beginnings, without being pained that nothing has changed for so
many other black South Africans.
It is joyful to see my life and work as part of a bigger universal movement to fight
injustice and to walk hand in hand with others, as they find their own restoration.
This way of being heals us in our own brokenness. And I feel that it is my responsibility
to grow and serve. While in serving I have been found by places and people who
have helped me to grow, at the same time I have served people who need to be
supported in their journeys.
I have always felt drawn to those people who have been marginalised by poverty.
Their poverty was designed by people who were part of an unjust system. By the
same token I believe that freedom from poverty can be designed by a system that
believes that no human being was created for poverty. That we were all born to be
loved, respected, acknowledged and cared for!
In the hope that this will make the care workers more visible and respected, I now
wish to share the voices here.
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CHAPTER 4:
MEET THE CARE WORKERS
Who are the Care Workers?
Let’s find out more about the care workers and to hear their stories.
Most of the care workers we work with are women: women who are grandmothers,
mothers, sisters and aunts. Some are single parents. Many worry about where the next meal
for their families is going to come from and about the education of their children. Some are
in relationships with boyfriends who don’t acknowledge their power as women. Many are
anxious about their own safety in a country where violence against women and children is
common and normalised. Some live with their families, and many carry the burden of caring
for unemployed family members.
Eighty percent (80%) of the care workers we have engaged with are younger than 40, while
20% were between the ages of 40 and 75 years. The youngest person we have worked with
was 19 years old, and the oldest 71.
Most of the care workers live in poverty. Many were raised by single parents or grandparents
and relatives. The adults in their lives had struggled to provide for their basic needs. Only a
few felt that they didn’t have a sense of lack when they grew up.
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HIV/AIDS has seriously impacted on many lives. The era of denialism
by the South African government resulted in a huge number
unnecessary HIV/AIDS related deaths. The impact of this can be
seen in the orphaned children. Some of these are still heading up
households or are cared for by relatives, especially grandmothers.
Some care workers are personally affected by HIV/AIDS, with family
members who are living with HIV, while others are themselves on
anti-retrovirals.

Educational Background
None of the older care workers have completed their high school
education. The average grade reached in this group is Grade 7. They
have all, however, acquired some basic literacy skills.
About 70% of the younger group have completed Grade 12, even though they have not
passed with a Bachelor pass. Most of them have a desire to upgrade their results. Thirty
percent of the younger group have passed Grade 11 and then dropped out due to various
reasons. These include pregnancy, poverty and a pervasive sense of discouragement. Those
growing up in the townships seem to have received a better quality of education than those
from the rural areas.

Motherhood
Many of the care workers have children who are being cared for by relatives back home
in the rural areas. This is because they feel that the hostels are unsuitable environments
in which to raise a child. The higher cost of raising a child in the city also impacts on their
decision to send the children to the village. Most of the care workers struggle with being
separated from their children. Their biggest worry is that they are not in control of parenting
their own children. They also find it difficult to be missing out on important developmental
milestones. While they trust their mothers to raise their children well, they still have their
concerns. Another worry is the poor quality education their children are receiving in the
rural areas.
All the child care workers who do have children became mothers at a very young age. This
affected their own education and their prospects of furthering their studies. Only a few
of the fathers of these children are involved in the children’s lives. Most of the fathers’
whereabouts are unknown or, they are just indifferent to their responsibility.
All the women with children have access to a child-support grant. The mothers whose
children are based in the rural areas are happy that their own mothers, who are the primary
caregivers of their children, collect the child care grant and use it to supplement the money
they send home on a monthly basis.
Strengthening the Wounded Carer
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Social Life
Most of the younger care workers spend their weekends partying with friends and
boyfriends. When some say they occasionally go to church, the group laughingly comments:
“For a change”. Partying and social drinking is the highlight of their weekends. It often starts
on Thursdays (known as “Phuza Thursdays”) when they meet for drinks.
The older care workers speak more about visiting relatives and going to church. They attend
a lot of funerals, sometimes travelling to “emakhaya” (the village), to bury loved ones. They
have a sense of responsibility that they need to take care of younger relatives and family
members. They also babysit a lot as their children leave them with the grandchildren when
they go partying.

Where do the Care Workers Live and Work?
Most of the care workers are from Mzimhlophe in Soweto, Finetown and Orange Farm.
While each of these communities is unique and has individual characteristics; there are
similarities.
About 30% of the care workers are originally from Soweto and other townships around
Gauteng. A large percentage of the Mzimhlophe group are originally from Kwa-Zulu Natal,
while many of the members of the Finetown group come from the Free State, North West,
Mpumalanga, Eastern Cape and Lesotho.
There are different reasons for the move from the rural areas to Johannesburg. The older
women especially had hoped to get better job opportunities in the city. Many of the younger
women came to Johannesburg either with an adult who was looking for greener pastures or
had moved with a mother who was following a father who had come to Johannesburg to work.
Many of the care workers still travel back home during the Easter and December holidays to
visit their relatives in the rural areas.

Mzimhlophe
Mzimhlophe is one of the smaller locations in Soweto and is older than Finetown and Orange
Farm. Many of the homes are the old “matchbox” houses that were built by the apartheid
government. Some of these have been extended and beautified. Despite space limitations,
some families have managed to erect shacks to rent out for extra income.
This community has two hostels, built during the apartheid era, that house migrant workers.
One of these hostels is known as “the women’s hostel”. Most of the care workers are from
the hostel community. The vast majority of the hostel dwellers are from Kwa-Zulu Natal. In
the 1980s and the 1990s the hostels were notorious for being political battlefields between
the ANC (who used to be known as amacomrades) and the IFP. Since then the government
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has attempted to change the hostels into family units. But this transition does not seem to
have been completely effective.
Hostels continue to be associated with neglect, crime and poverty and the Mzimhlophe hostel
is no different. On entering the hostels, you are greeted by the smell of raw sewerage. There is
garbage dumped on empty spaces and people have to manoeuvre their way around the filth. It
doesn’t seem that there are any formal refuse and waste collection services. The infrastructure
is generally bad. The roads are gravel roads. There is no formal electricity, and people have to
connect themselves illegally to the grid. The care workers from this community often speak
about how unsafe it feels to live and work in Mzimhlophe. People are murdered daily and gun
shots, especially at night, are a common sound. The hostels are overcrowded and there is no
space for children to play, forcing them to make the streets their playgrounds.
The community hall is the focal point for many activities. It comes alive especially on the day
that pensions are being paid out. The hall shares its space with an NGO that offers many
valuable services to families and children infected and affected by HIV/AIDS.
There are only a few formal shops in Mzimhlophe. However, small spaza shops have
mushroomed all over the place. Many of these are run by amaPakistani nationals. The
community relationships with the Pakistani-owned businesses are ambivalent. Although
they are popular because of their cheaper prices, they are often targets for looting and
damage when there are service delivery protests.
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There are also taverns and places that sell sorghum beer and food. The streets are always
busy. Unemployment is rife, and it is sad to see the number of youth who are amongst those
loitering. Most people are self-employed. Some sell sweets, vegetables, traditional food,
and offer services such as fixing shoes.

Finetown and Orange Farm
These neighbouring informal settlements are often described as semi-urban townships.
They are based almost 40 km south of Johannesburg.
Finetown has an estimated population of 30 000, and while the majority live in shacks, some
have managed to build houses for themselves. For the past three years this community has
been in the news because of housing and basic service delivery protests.
Finetown has three primary schools and two high schools. Most of the care workers’ children
go to school in the area. All the crèches are run privately or by churches and NGOs.
There is currently no clinic in Finetown. The one small clinic that did exist was tragically burnt
down in 2015 during one of the biggest service delivery protests. A Muslim organisation has
set up a mobile clinic which moves around the different areas on a daily basis. This clinic
offers very basic primary health care. Residents also use the Lenasia South clinic which is
more than 5km away.
The community has one multi-purpose centre which is mostly under-utilised. It is used as
a gym and also as a meeting place for gogos and mkhulus. Occasionally it also used for
community meetings. There is also a dilapidated community hall, which was available “but
we often had to wait for the gogos to finish their gym and a short prayer service before we
would be allowed to use the smaller community hall”.
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The infrastructure in Finetown is far from adequate.
The roads are un-tarred and dusty. The few that are
tarred have potholes. Puddles of dirty water are
a common sight when it has rained. Electricity is
another problem. Illegal connections are common
and throughout the winter months there are always
outages. These issues are often shared by the care
workers during the check-in, before we start the
sessions.
While Orange Farm has slightly better infrastructure
than Finetown, both communities have similar
problems. The unemployment rate is high and the
sight of young people gambling on street corners
and drinking alcohol as early as nine in the morning
is common. However, there are people who try to
make a living. There are informal trading places
such as spaza shops, hair salons, vegetable vendors,
shisa nyamas and small butcheries. There are also
corners where street food like iskopo, trotters, tripe
and other traditional foods are cooked and sold.
Orange Farm has more community centres and they
are used by NGOs offering psycho-social services.
Stretford Clinic is certainly bigger than the one that
was burnt in Finetown. Orange Farm has a shopping
mall with big chain shops whereas the Finetown
community has to travel to Lenasia to access a mall.
However, high crime rates are reported in Orange
Farm. The streets are badly lit, and people are
often warned not to travel after dark. Although
housing is a similar challenge as those of the other
communities, the infrastructure is much better.
There are some tarred roads, but the untarred
ones are bad. Electricity is readily available in most
areas, but not everyone has electricity. There are
recreational parks and Orange Farm has a small
official library. There is also a police station.
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CHAPTER 5:
THE WORK THAT CARERS DO

C

are workers fall under the umbrella of community health workers. This includes
home-based carers, care-givers and childcare workers, lay counsellors and adherence
counsellors. While their training is not standardised, care workers are expected
to bring care and relief to the most vulnerable in their communities – not only from the
burden physical illness, but also from the emotional impact of illness. They work in complex
communities under very difficult situations. All of them live in the communities where they
serve, which means that there is no escape from the realities. Added to this, despite doing
so much valuable work, they are not given the respect they deserve.
Reasons for becoming Care Workers
Why did these women decide to become care workers? The answers to this question seem
to vary significantly between the older than the younger women.
Almost all the older women in the groups we worked with became care workers because
they wanted to help make a difference in the lives of people who were sick and dying due
to HIV/AIDS related illnesses. They also wanted to serve the children who were orphans as
a result of HIV/AIDS. Their stories are surprisingly similar. In the 1990s they volunteered in
projects which were responding to the HIV crisis. At the time nothing was formalised with
government. There were also no stipends. These women loved their community and wanted
to make a difference.
The younger care workers seem to have become involved in care work because they had
hopes that it would lead to formal jobs. Some felt that they were getting skills which would
help them to study nursing. Others felt that it was something to do instead of sitting elokshini
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doing nothing. They needed to do something, and it was better
than just staying at home.

“Umsebenzi ukuthola usemsebenzini hayi uhleli elokshini.” You
get a job when you are working and not when you are sitting
in the township.
Another group of women were motivated to become care
workers because they had received services themselves from
non profit organisations when they were faced with problems.
Later they were encouraged to be involved so that they too
could help others.

What does caring mean to those who do it?
Many of the carers feel that they are contributing positively to
the complex problems around HIV/ AIDS, especially by helping
the children who were left to care for themselves. They see
themselves as bringing hope to individuals and families who may have become discouraged
and demotivated by too many problems. Working with the poorest of the poor means giving
people support and linking them with resources that help them improve their lives.
Caring also means being in a unique position of being trusted by people who have been
rejected and abandoned by their families. Carers believe that without them, there would be
no hope and no help for community members. The community also trusts community care
workers more than they trust nurses and social workers.
Sometimes they become a lifeline for community members. When patients get very ill they
will call the ambulance. Many are proud of being of being there and saving lives. The carers
see themselves as people who bring a smile to the faces of their patients and the children
as they help and support them.
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Mthokozisi* (22): childcare worker under the expanded public works
programme
I work as a childcare worker in the Mzimhlophe community. I have been doing this
work for the past two years. Every morning before the children go to school we go
to the centre where they live. It is our responsibility to check that everything is in order with
the children before they go to school. We supervise their grooming and we serve them
breakfast. Days are not the same. Sometimes the children are quite disorganised, and we
have to ensure that they are as ready for school as possible.
Once the children are at school we leave for home visits. I often do home visits with my
partner, Swazi*. It is safer to travel in twos or threes. The purpose of our visits is to assess
the needs of the children that are part of the programme and to support their families. Often
the children that are orphans are cared for by a relative who has moved them from the
rural areas into the city. It is sad that often the fathers of the children are unknown. In other
families that we support the older siblings are parenting the younger ones.
The home visits are good at first. You can bring hope to the families that they are not alone
in trying to take care for these children. You assess their needs and tell the family that you
will be reporting their issues and needs to the social auxiliary worker who will work in greater
depth with them. You promise them the support from the social auxiliary worker in practical
issues such as identity documents (IDs), accessing child care grants, etc. Sometimes there
are reports given by the family on how the child is doing at school (if you are fortunate). This
is not common as the families of the children would not have that information for you when
you need it.
One also finds sick family members and we encourage them to seek help at the clinic or
refer them to the home-based care team to support the sick family member.
It gets difficult when you continue visiting and they are of the view that “the office” is slow in
helping them or is not helping them the way they want to be supported. Sometimes I myself
would observe that the effort that is put into each family is not the same. This also makes
me question the approach of “the office”.
The family would lash out at me and I would feel helpless and not know how to support
them further. At other times I get angry at this method of working because I keep asking the
same questions when I visit a family. This makes me feel like I am not doing anything new
and my powers of what I can do with each family are limited. Families also get tired and
bored with us, and sometimes they simply don’t bother to open the door. At other times,
they become extremely rude and chase us away. On such days I will feel down and wonder
why I have to put up with this.
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I then remind myself that I have a three-year-old that I must take care of, and a mother who
also needs to be fed. I need the stipend - it’s not much, but it’s better than nothing.
Even though home visits can get to me, I am happy to make a difference in a child’s life.
When we are finished visiting for the day we return to the project. We are then required to
write a detailed report and report to the social auxiliary worker for further support of the
family. I am often not sure whether I am writing the report in the correct way. It can be very
stressful to do something when you are not sure whether you are doing it as expected.
When the children return from school we are responsible for ensuring that they eat their
lunch. So, we dish up and give them a meal. It is often a noisy time of the day and at
the same time fulfilling to be taking care of their hunger. We then help them with their
homework. Each care worker is allocated a group of children that they are responsible for.
Our next part is doing extra-mural activities with them such as netball, traditional dance,
singing and just general games. Although they enjoy this it is sometimes too much for them,
they get tired and then challenge our authority by being oppositional and stubborn. It is also
difficult to manage their behaviour and sometimes I end up feeling so frustrated and unsure
once again of what I need to do to manage the fights and the general misbehaviour.
It is even harder when you work with teenagers as they have the attitude that “these
activities are too childish for us”, and that they have better things to do. We also notice that
the bigger the children get the more resistant they are to coming to the project.
At the end of the day, once they have gone home and everything has been cleaned and
tidied up, I go home. I am often completely drained when I get home. I just want to take off
my shoes and watch TV. But, I still have to cook for my siblings, my child and my mother. I
don’t think I spend proper time with my own child. She is a feisty, active toddler and I just
get angry and want to hit her sometimes. I am grateful for my mother as I would send her to
my mother or my mother rescues me from myself and rescues my child from my screaming.
It gets really tough as the following day is the same again. I can’t say I love what I do all the
time. I have moments where I am excited about the changes in the children’s lives. What
we do saves them from a lot of trouble. It gives them the message that someone cares.
There are times where I wonder how long am I going to be doing this for? I often think, at
least I have a job, even though we are told that we are volunteers and we are not full-time
staff members.
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Tumelo* (25): home-based carer and community health carer
When I started doing this job we were called ‘home-based carers’. But since then
we have been put under the clinic and are now called ‘community health carers’.
I started doing this job immediately after finishing my Grade 12. I didn’t pass my
matric very well. I knew it was going to be difficult to get a nice paying job because I only
have a Grade 12 certificate with some very bad marks. I expected the bad marks because I
was pregnant when I wrote my matric and I was not well at all. I was forced to do something
as I come from a poor family and my grandmother told me that she can’t feed another
mouth. The “baby daddy” of my child dumped me as soon as I informed him that I was
pregnant.
I approached the mama of this “Thusanang”* home-based care organisation to volunteer in
her organisation and she took me in. I was excited but also nervous. I thought maybe this
could help me to learn more about helping people and later on I could upgrade my marks
and then end up studying to become a nurse.
In the morning we would come to the project and start the day with a song and prayer.
We would also sign in with the supervisor. After that my partner that I work with,
Nomathamsanqa*, and I would discuss which home visits we are doing for the day. This
would also be a time for the supervisor to tell us anything she needed to tell us and request
reports and stats.
I would then leave with my partner to visit our patients. When we got to the home we would
check how our patient had slept and then listen to them patiently. We would also check
if they had taken their medication (ARVs) properly. Depending on how sick they were, we
would help to wash them and ensure that they had a change of clothes. We would prepare
their bed and made sure that they were comfortable. In other families we would find a
relative who has already made soft porridge for the patient and then we would help to feed
them. If they were on any other medication it would be our responsibility to help them take
that medication when they had eaten. Cleaning their shack would be another responsibility.
Patients and families are not the same. Some patients are appreciative, but others can be
so difficult and push you around and refuse to co-operate whilst you are there to help them.
Checking dates for their next clinic visit is important so that you can remind them.
In other families I get so hurt and angry because they are not interested and don’t care about
their ill family member. Often you know that on the day of the clinic visit the patient will be
too weak to go there on their own, so accompanying clients to the clinic is another common
thing we do. Families also start depending more and more on us and sometimes you start
feeling that they are making their loved ones your responsibility. Sometimes, as you enter
the home, they will be sitting under a tree and telling you “umuntu wakho uzimoshele”, (your
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patient has soiled themselves). The patient will have lain in that soiled bed for hours with no
one helping them. That will be one of my painful times of doing this work. It gets to me, but
I can only talk to Nomathamsanqa because nobody understands our pain.
Other painful times involve a patient with children who look confused and afraid around their
parents’ illness (especially mothers). The secrecy is problematic as the parent may not have
told the children of their HIV status. When you ask what has stopped them from informing
the children, they will always tell you that they are still too young, even though some are at
an age where they are already being taught about HIV/AIDS at school. Sometimes there is a
lot of conflict in the families and the sicker the patient gets, the more you will hear arguments
about where the children are going to go if anything happens to the patient. They will already
be fighting about the ID of the patient. You just know that all of this is about money. That is
so disgusting.
When we have finished all our visits, we return to the centre to write reports. Sometimes,
when the situation is really bad, you inform the supervisor of further needs, such as a need
for a food parcel for a particular family.
This job is very physical and at the end of the day I am so tired of walking. When I get home
it is difficult to listen to the stories of my daughter who is now six and has a lot to say about
her experiences of Grade R. I sometimes wish she would just shut up.

Tokelo* (24): care worker and counsellor
I work as a care-worker and lay counsellor for this project known as Siyakhula*.
Unlike my colleagues I have only been here for two years. From what I hear, the
organisation was started by the church. Over the years the church was overseeing
the activities, but today it is not involved any more.
We work a little bit differently from other projects. Our main area of focus is the pre- and posttesting counselling. We also do social mobilisation where we do door to door campaigns
giving communities information about HIV/AIDS, handing out condoms and educating them
about safe sex. The last part of our focus is peer education.
It has been difficult to cope with these responsibilities. Of most concern to me is when I
have had to tell a patient that they are HIV positive, especially when I have to tell a younger
person. I often don’t sleep well on such a day as I find it difficult to think about that patient
and how they are going to cope. When we do the door to door some people welcome us,
and some people don’t. They become rude and defensive. There is also a sense sometimes
that people feel tired of talking about HIV/ AIDS, even though it is still a problem.
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There is a sense that we are better than other community health workers. But we still earn
very little. I often feel like I am not sure whether I am doing the right or the wrong thing. We
only received a few days training and I don’t think it’s enough. Sometimes we are faced with
very difficult questions from our patients, and sometimes you are stuck not knowing what
to say because of a lack of information and confidence. At other times patients even go to
the extent of asking you directly if you are HIV positive as well, which is difficult to answer.
People often jump to the conclusion that if you do this work you must be HIV positive.
We are supposed to rotate but other carers avoid it. I think it’s because of the difficulty and
the lack of support from our supervisors. If we were trained properly we would be able to
do more and we would also be able to use this as a career pathing process. At the moment
it is just a status thing, you seem like you are better than other care workers, but we should
be one really, because we are all trying to serve the community.

Caught Up in Administrative Confusion and Callousness
Care work was initiated in the 1990s as a response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic. When the
healthcare system was not coping with the impact of the epidemic HIV/AIDS, mostly female
volunteers responded by offering care. Projects were started to support family members
overwhelmed by the burden of caring for their sick loved ones at home. And although
the care was basic, it was meaningful for both the patients and family members. The care
workers would help with feeding and bathing of patients. Some even cleaned their homes.
They also ensured that patients took their medication. These tireless volunteers became
known as home-based carers.
Another painful impact of HIV/AIDS was the number of children who were orphaned by
the epidemic. Often these children were left to care for themselves and some home-care
projects expanded their work to support these children.
The system of home-based care suited a strained health care
system. It took away pressure from hospitals and hospices and
ticked all the right boxes in terms of helping to support the patients
in a familiar and comfortable environment.
As the projects expanded many of the organisations formally
registered as NPOs (non-profit organisations) and CBOs
(Community based organisation). The expansion and the
formalisation of services also meant an increase in volunteers.
Soon the government supported these volunteers by paying a low
stipend through the organisations.
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However, by doing this, the demands and expectations from the government increased.
Home-based carers were required to monitor whether patients were taking their medication
properly. They performed basic wound care and were educating patients and community
members on HIV/AIDS and TB. They also became a link between community members,
clinics and other useful resources, such as the Department of Home Affairs and SASSA
(South African Social Security Agency).
Home-based carers were now called community health workers. However, this did not bring
any of them any of the benefits of being part of a labour force.
In 2012 the Department of Health implemented a new primary healthcare model popularly
known as “the re-engineering policy”. Community healthcare workers were made part
of Ward Based Outreach Teams (WABOT). These teams included a professional nurse, a
health promoter, an environmental health officer and a community health worker. Again,
the responsibilities of healthcare workers were significantly broadened. Community
healthcare workers were now based at the local clinics and were expected to work under
the supervision of a professional nurse known as a team leader. In certain areas the change
was chaotic, clinics were not properly prepared for this sudden influx and NGOs complained
that they did not know about these changes. Despite this chaos , care workers were relieved
that they would no longer be under NPOs. The system of being employed by the NPOs,
who received funding from the Department to pay their stipends, seemed problematic
as there were allegations of widespread corruption in some organisations. At times care
workers would not be paid in time for months on end. Another anxiety brought about by
the “re-engineering policy” was that the new contractors were dictating that community
health workers needed to be between the ages of 18 and 35 and they were expected to
have higher educational qualifications. This was problematic especially to older community
health workers who were angry that they would be kicked out even though they had more
experience of doing the work.
Despite the ambivalence towards this
new model, it increased the carers’
expectations of being absorbed by
the Department of Health as full-time
employees and to enjoy all the rights
of workers as set out by the Labour
Relations Act. Subsequently, in early
2016 care workers were surprised,
confused and angry that the Gauteng
Department of Health outsourced their
payments to a service provider known
as “Smart Purse Solutions”. This system
was problematic for the care workers.
One of the biggest complaints was that
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it operated like an “e-wallet” which forced them to withdraw their money on pay day or
else they would forfeit it. Some complained that R50 was retained and for others it was
R25; they could never withdraw their full stipend of R2500 and they didn’t know what was
happening to that money. The introduction of this system also had a negative impact on
their relationships with each other. Some care workers refused to sign up with ‘Smart Purse’
and others did; those who did not sign up were obviously not paid. This contributed to
tensions amongst care workers who were colleagues and who were in the same group in
our debriefing sessions.
Meanwhile the fight for care workers to be recognised as full-time employees intensified.
With the support of the activist NGO, Khanya College, they took on the Department of
Health by taking their grievances to the labour court in February 2016. An acting judge of the
labour Court of South Africa, Judge P. Benjamin, ruled that the community health workers
were: “employees of the Department of Health as contemplated by the Labour Relations
Act, 1995”. This ruling in their favour was a landmark victory for all care workers, however,
most have still not enjoyed the outcomes of that judgement. The Department has still not
employed Community Health Workers as full-time employees and their struggle continues.

Tumelo* (25): home-based carer and community health carer
At times I am not only thinking about the terrible things that I saw because I am
anxious whether we are going to be paid on time. After a few years of doing this
work you get used to the fact that once a year, you will not be paid your stipend on
time for up to three or four months. This is the most stressful time in the project and in your
family. We would be told so many stories and excuses and the supervisors would also not
be good at telling you what is really going on. No one would know what the problems are.
At first the Department of Health was paying the NPOs directly, and then things changed
– we were being paid by the Department of Health, but we would still have problems. This
dry season would cause so much stress. Sometimes you would be told it is a system
problem. At other times supervisors would scream that they want stats because the
Department wants them. There would be confusion and mistrust between colleagues and
your supervisors as the payments would then come in drips and drabs.
The mistrust in my family is another pain. They don’t understand that I am volunteering. At
home they see you going to work daily so you can’t convince them that you are a volunteer
who earns a stipend. As far as my grandmother was concerned, I was the hope of the
family and at that time I was even too ashamed to tell her I was working for peanuts. When
you go through “the dry season” you keep borrowing money to make ends meet. You
borrow from the abomashonisa (loan sharks). They charge high interest, abadlali (they don’t
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play). You are trapped in this web of debt and it just stresses you even more. It sometimes
feels like no one really cares about what I am going through.
In 2014 we went through so many changes that brought me a lot of mixed emotions. When
we were due to sign our contracts in July we were informed that we would no longer be
reporting to the organisation but be under the clinic. We were hopeful that finally our work
was going to be recognised. There was excitement in the air. We thought we were finally
being made part of the employees of the Department of Health. It was so difficult for me
to sleep the night after we had signed. I imagined myself being even more respected by
the community. I was going to work for the government. I was so hopeful. I even started
thinking maybe we were going to get proper salaries. I started thinking of the things I would
do to improve our living conditions. I even thought maybe I would save money and buy a
stand. The dreams of owning my own place did not seem so far away any more.
I did feel a little bit bad for the organisation. They were the ones who gave us the opportunity
to volunteer at a time when we had nowhere to go. They had done a lot for us, but sometimes
the treatment we received from supervisors was harsh and there was no appreciation. So,
at that time it just felt like our lives were going to change for the better.
What happened after that was so confusing. We were told some of us would be taken for
training. It was more the younger ones. There were rumours that in this new system anyone
without matric would be kicked out. We had always worked with the older mamas who were
there when the project started. Some of us were trained by them before we were trained by
the Department. It was sad because it caused tensions between us younger ones and the
older mamas who were angry and scared for their jobs. Some of the younger care workers
rubbed it in their face. They were saying, “This re-engineering”, as we commonly called
it, was helping us young ones to build our careers, and it’s our time now. Some people
attended training, others were not called to attend. When people returned from training they
felt better than those who had not gone. My excitement soon turned into frustration. It felt
like the Department was not only causing confusion, but also conflict amongst us.
In the training it became clear that our work was changing. First, we were now called
“community health workers”. Our focus would not only be on patients living with HIV/AIDS.
We would now be under a team leader who was supposed to be a nurse from the clinic. We
would work together with what was called the “Ward-based Primary Health Care Outreach
Teams”. We were told each community health worker would have 250 families to take care
of. You now needed to go to the family and “look for pregnant people” and check how far
they were and whether they had been to the clinic and then take their details. We were to
check if there were people with diabetes, high blood pressure and other illnesses and fill in
these long forms after convincing them to go to the clinic.
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I personally felt it was too much, but I thought it would make people know how important
I was, and people might think I’m a nurse. I would be sitting with nurses in the clinic giving
my team leader a report. I would be supervised by a professional and I could learn a lot from
them and get proper guidance. This feeling was encouraged by the fact that we were made
to buy these jackets that said, “Department of Health”.
But everything was different from how I had imagined. Firstly, there was no space for us.
In Finetown we were home-based carers from three different NPOs. Now we had to work
together under this small clinic. There were almost 70 of us and that clinic was not a proper
building, but containers. No one seemed to have been prepared for us and no one really
cared about us. We seem to have been more of a frustration for the nurses. We used to
come in, sign the book, and go for home visits. When we returned to sign out, we would sit
behind the containers and it became problematic when the weather was bad.
When we did home visits, the community would be irritable with all the questions about
diabetes and other illnesses. Some people didn’t want to give us their details. It was also
difficult to convince people to go to the clinic as they said the nurses are rude. This was a bit
different from the patients who were living with HIV/AIDS. Their reluctance was influenced
by the fact that their life depended on the drugs. Community members did not understand
what we were doing. And we ourselves did not understand what we were doing.
Building relationships was also hard. At first we were told to get material such as gloves and
Savlon from our previous NPOs. When we got there the supervisors would chase us away.
They were angry and bitter because their contracts had not been renewed. I understood
their bitterness as we didn’t say our proper goodbyes. We were just arrogant towards
them. The only organisation that survived was the one that provided other services to the
community besides care for people living with HIV/AIDS.
In 2015 the Finetown clinic was burnt down during service delivery protests. Nurses were
moved to the South Clinic and we were left without even a place where we could report. Two
team leaders were chosen amongst the carers and we were now reporting under a tree at the
multi-purpose centre. We have since moved to another smaller place where we have at least
a place to have a meeting. The hopes of being absorbed into being employees are fading.
In 2016 there were more changes to our method of payment. The Department was now
outsourcing our payment to something called “Smart-Purse”. It was worse than the previous
dry season as you would know that all of you are not being paid during the dry season. With
this system some people were paid while others were not. The older mamas, although they
were not kicked out, live with anxiety and sometimes some of them would say we must do
all of this work because we have a matric. The hopes that I personally had about doors that
could open for me because of this work have been destroyed. Our team leaders sometimes
tell us about these marches against the Department and sometimes I don’t even go to them.
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CHAPTER 6:
BEING SEEN / BEING HEARD
When we are seen – we know we matter.

C

are workers sometimes report that when they complain about the conditions under
which they work, that they are told to be grateful that they at least have a job. This
callous attitude shows a lack of understanding of the psychology of care.

An important part of the healing through training is looking at unresolved childhood
emotional traumas which influence the ability to care. Many of the young woman share the
childhood trauma of not being seen. This is probably a common trauma for many women
who are miraculously expected to be nurturers when they have never experienced being
nurtured themselves.
This painful reality was brought home to me and the carers during one of our sessions.
It is another freezing winter morning. The wind seems to whistle as if it expects a response
from someone. The training room is holding us in its warmth. When I entered the room, no one
was interested in responding to my question: “Hi guys, is everybody warm enough?”
Instead, the attention seems to be on the debate about where the heater is going to be
positioned. Everyone wants to be closer to it. We agree to rotate its’ position so that everyone
can experience the warmth closely during some part of the day.
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There is laughter and teasing as usual before the session begins. Many eyes are glued to the
screens of their cell-phones, while they have light conversations with each other, without even
looking at each other. It is a relaxed atmosphere. Most group members have just enjoyed their
cheese and polony sandwiches with tea or coffee. This is how we always do it before we start,
because care for physical needs is just as important as care for emotional needs.
Tsepiso* and Helen* seem to be the only ones who are still eating. There is a funny argument
about who is responsible for the crumbs on the floor. When checking the register, I notice
that everyone is warmly dressed. Except for Siba* who likes showing off the latest trends in
fashions. She probably thinks wearing a heavy jacket will cramp her style. Even though I can
guess her answer already, I ask her if she is not cold.
“Siba you look nice, kodwa manje, are you not freezing?”
She looks at me with her broad naughty smile. She answers me giggling.
“Not really Sisi Mpumi, the heater is warm enough for me. And you know I don’t want my
style to be covered up.”
Everyone laughs, including me.
The next argument starts when it’s time to open with prayer. This is a ritual that the group
agreed upon. I check who wants to lead the opening prayer and everyone looks down.
Sebe jumps at the opportunity: “I will do it, Sisi Mpumi, angithi bayaqhosha.” (it looks like
they don’t want to)
“Haa!! Sho!” the others respond to Sebe’s seeming forwardness. There are mumblings as
others say, “Sebe you always want to go first, wena”.
“You were all looking down guys, so what must I do?”
To resolve the argument I suggest that Sebe prays now and then someone else will close
in the afternoon.
As I am about to begin the checking-in process, Thoko jumps in.
“Sisi Mpumi, can I please charge my phone, we didn’t have electricity last night.”
“As usual,” everyone adds.
“My child went to crèche not well, I just want to be found when I’m called.”
“I’m sorry about your child being sick, Thoko. What is the problem?” I ask with concern.
“I don’t know. She had a fever last night. I gave her some Panado-syrup and she was
better in the morning.”
“Hawu!! Guys, it must have been tough for you to prepare yourselves and your children for
crèche and school without electricity.”
“Yo!! Awazi, Sisi Mpumi (you can’t imagine). Mara Sesijwayele, (we are used to it).”
Pulane pushes her voice to be louder than the others. “It was tough this morning, but the
motivation was that we were coming to Sophiatown.”
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We all laugh. The check-in reveals that everyone seems to have had a light week. There
was a birthday celebration for Thato and we sing for her. She blushes, and her face almost
looks like the red jacket she is wearing.
“Thank you guys, I did not know that you love me so much.” She smiles tilting her head a bit.
I reflect on last week’s process of the Tree of My Life Activity. I particularly ask
that we reflect on some of the lessons we can learn from the roots.
“Who is ready to start?” I ask.
Sebe’s hand is up first. “Hayi wena Sebe,” someone complains.
“What must I do? I am ready.”
“Ok Sebe do you want to give another person who is ready a chance?” I ask
her in the spirit of being fair. She nods.
“Is there anyone else who is ready?”
Everyone looks thoughtfully at the drawings of their trees and the notes they wrote on
them. For about half a minute it’s quiet.
“You leave me with no choice but to allow Sebe to start. It’s ok, Sebe can start Sisi.”
“She thinks faster than us, thina sisacabanga (we are still thinking),” says Thoko, laughing.
Sebe looks down. She always looks beautiful and takes care of the way she dresses. Every
week she has a different hairstyle. Her face is made up, even though the scar on her chin that
she seems so self-conscious of, is visible. She has not shared the story of this scar, but I have
seen the way she tries to take attention away from it in her gestures. Her safe space seems to
be in one corner of the room and she always sits next to Pulane.
“The tree of my life activity that we did last week made me realise how much I felt unloved
for a long time. I still feel that way even today. I struggle with love.”
She giggles. The room goes quiet and still. She looks around the room as Titi* who is
whispering something.
“Uthini wena? What are you saying? I am trying to say something here”
“Titi, remember our group rules that we listen to each other with respect.”
“I’m sorry Sebe,” Titi says sheepishly and relaxes back into her chair, looking down at her
own tree.
“Thanks, continue.” I urge Sebe who looks around the room.
She smiles as if gathering strength. “Sisi Mpumi, I was saying, I was left by my mother at
the age of five. I still don’t know her reasons. I was left to be raised by my aunt. I grew up
together with my cousins. It was very difficult.”
I encourage her to continue.
“Sisi Mpumi No one noticed anything about me.” Tears roll down her cheeks and her
mouth begins to quiver. The words seem to pierce through my heart and it seems to have
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pierced other hearts in the room as well. She takes her scarf and wipes her tears, trying to
gather more strength to continue:
“I remember going through one whole winter without school shoes. I kept thinking in my
little mind that one day my auntie will look at me properly, from head to toe. Every-time she
called me to send me to the shop I would hope that this would be the day when she would
take a moment and see me. It didn’t happen. All that happened is that she would be calling
me to send me somewhere or to ask if I had washed dishes? Or why my cousin was crying.
Nothing about me, nothing about how I felt, nothing about how I was coping at school. I
persevered without school shoes the whole winter. Eish!!! – Sisi Mpumi.”
Sebe tries to look strong, but her tears seem uncontrollable. I stand behind her, gently
placing my hand on her shoulder. I pass her tissues. Her hands are shaky. Pulane comforts her.
“What really hurt was after winter had passed and she shouted at me that she never
noticed that I did not have shoes. That really broke my heart.”
Silence fills the room and there is fidgeting. You can hear the sound of the heater.
“She never saw me,” Sebe adds with an angry voice. I hear her pain behind her anger. Pain
and discomfort fills the warm room. “She never looked at me like a mother should look at a
child, with love.” She breaks down and weeps bitterly.
“I am sorry Sebe, Kulungile, khala Sisi.” I assure her softly.
As I am consumed by her pain I am also aware of other people’s tears streaming down their
faces. They share tissues and water. I allow the silence and it feels like eternity.
And in that sacred moment Minenhle* stands up to go to the bathroom. This might also
be a coping mechanism. Sebe’s story seems to have touched other people’s experiences of
being unseen.
“I’m done Sisi,” Sebe sniffs, tries to pull a smile from a very deep place. “This is what I
wanted to share.”
“Thank you for trusting us with your pain Sebe. No human being deserves to feel invisible.”
“Oh! Now I understand why you like so much to be seen,” says Thoko when she finishes
serving tissues and water. Her voice
seems to be disrupting the moment.
She continues. “uYazi Sisi Mpumi,
uSebe is always demanding that we
praise her for everything she does
well. Now I understand where that
comes from.”
I ask that we give Sebe a moment
to share how her experience of
being unseen has influenced who
she is. Sebe is much calmer and her
voice has gone softer.
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“I have never told this story to anyone. I often felt that I am being petty and ungrateful. I
think I fell pregnant at a very early age because of this. I did not experience positive touch in
my childhood or any meaningful touch for that matter.”
Minenhle* returns and pours herself water. There are whispers of ngicela ungithelele (please
pour for me as well). The water pouring is yet another disruption. I ask again that we pay
attention.
“I don’t know a mother’s love. I don’t live with my children and when they visit me, I try,
but I am unsure of myself and I struggle with love and being loved. If I struggle with my own
children, how much more with the children that we care of in our work? How am I expected to
care, when I don’t know how to be cared for?” She blows her nose, giggling. “Thoko is right,
I want the room to stop when I enter, and I want people to see me. Yes!! I do seek attention.
It is painful not to be seen all your life. It’s about time that I am seen and sometimes I try too
much.”
They all laugh. I thank Sebe for sharing herself and being able to make the connection
between the painful experience of her childhood, her struggles with her own parenting and
how she behaves. I make a comment on how difficult it must be to be expected to see others
and care for them daily when we have not been cared for and you don’t know how.
Thoko raises her hand and sighs deeply. “That is so true, Sisi Mpumi.”
As I am about to attend to what Thoko has to say, I notice that Tsepiso is leaning against
the wall with the back of her head. She is looking up at the ceiling, far in her thoughts.
“I am sorry Thoko, before you continue let’s check Tsepiso. Tsepiso you don’t seem ok.”
“I will share after her, Sisi Mpumi.” She stands and goes to the bathroom. I have picked up
in these groups that when people get emotional they escape to the toilet. They go to hide their
tears, probably because no one has sat through or attended to their tears and pain. If your
pain is not seen you will believe that your pain has to be hidden.
Thoko continues. “When Sebe was sharing, it touched me and reminded me of my own
childhood.” There is still an atmosphere of discomfort in the room, I encourage the group tto
listen to Thoko’s story. Thoko continues.
“I grew up in a rural area with both my parents. My father had to come to Johannesburg to
work when I was very young. I think he worked at a mine somewhere. We only saw him during
Good Friday and in December. I often thought that when he came to visit, he would spend
some time with us. As a little girl, I would look at him when he was home and long for him to
put me on his lap and look at me. Instead, he questioned my mother about the groceries he
brought for us and seemed to always be investigating why our clothes get old or so small so
quickly.
“I remember buying that one shoes, just yesterday, sezizincane njalo, and uyabanisela
yini labantwana? (Those shoes are small already; do you water these children?) Implying we
were growing up too quickly. He forgot that ‘just yesterday’ was more than six months ago.
Children play, and their clothing gets worn out.”
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We all laugh.
“I wanted him to be more concerned with me, look me in the eyes and ask me about me,”
her lips stiffen.
“You just wanted to be seen?”
“Yes, Sisi Mpumi. Why could he not be as eager to find out about me as he was about his
cattle and his neighbours’ cattle? It is really sad. This issue of not being seen is not something
one thinks about or talks about, but talking about it today is good because I know where my
own insecurities come from.”
“What about your relationship with your own children?” I ask Thoko. “I don’t live with my
children. They live with my mother because of this peanut of a stipend we earn.”
She is angry.
“Ya- Ne!!” Other voices in the room agree.
“I try to call my children with the free minutes, so that I stay connected and they feel my
interest in their lives. I also try to give them what I was not given in my childhood. It is really
hard because it seems as if my life is a repetition of my dad being an absent parent.”
“But you are trying, and I admire you for that, Thoko,” says Tsepiso.
I agree with her. “You are aware of what you missed, and you are trying to give your children
a different experience in very difficult circumstances. If you had more, you would probably do
more.” Thoko looks hopeful.
After returning from the bathroom, Tsepiso seems to have come back to life. But I notice
that she has been crying.
“Sisi Mpumi,” she says. “This issue that we have been talking about, the pain of being
unseen from a very early age is sad. This pain continues at work as well. We must go out there
and do home visits and so much is expected from us by the family, the community and the
organisation. Families expect us to care and give them something different from the uncaring
nurses at the clinic. To be honest Sisi Mpumi, the care that we give is not the type of care
where you are looking deep into someone’s heart and they feel special when you are gone.
Yes, we give care, but we focus on tasks, we check how the child is doing at school, we ask
feedback about the grant application. We focus on tasks and then we also escape. How can
I expect myself to care more than that? I don’t know how to. No one has ever shown me that
type of care until we came into this space. The children that we work with also need to be
seen. Yes, we give them lunch and we help them with homework and play games with them,
but I am not sure that we see them, because we don’t know how to see them.”
The room seems to become cold and hot at the same time. Everyone is focused right now.
These issues are sinking in and everyone is thoughtful and emotional.
Hloni pulls her body forward and adds angrily: “After all that truth that Tsepiso shared, Sisi
Mpumi, I am also thinking we are unseen at work.”
She takes off her jacket as if she is about to fight and everyone laughs.
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“We are not treated with care, but we are expected to care. We are treated as the lowest
of the lowest. Shouted at in front of others. Sometimes people joke about your pain and your
problems. There is a lot of disrespect and you are only seen when you have done something
wrong.”
A strong YES! is added by the other group members.
“Even when you are sure you have done a good job, no one will say anything positive. No
one will see you. Management is good in seeing the wrongs, nothing else. So how do we then
care for people in that deeper way? What Tsepiso is talking about is impossible, Sisi.” Her
voice gets louder and her emotions strong. They need to be witnessed.
Vuyiswa adds, “We still feel like those unseen children because we are treated like children.
And yet we are expected to treat those that we serve with love and care? It is hard.”
“Sisi Mpumi,” Thoko chips in. “Thank you for this space. I have experienced it as a place
of care. I have been seen and I am hopefully going to continue learning how to see others. In
this place, we are noticed. You notice when one is well and when one is unwell. The care we
get here teaches us how to see ourselves in a caring manner.”
“She even notices when you have changed your hairstyle,” adds Sebe, putting her fingers
around her weave. The room is filled with laughter and we close this session by thanking
everyone who has shared.
After this session, I go through my own deep thoughts and emotions. It is a human
need to be seen, and it doesn’t matter at what age one finally gets to that moment of being
acknowledged and seen. If these sessions have brought a moment of feeling visible, then I am
comforted. The more the care workers are seen, the more they will also see themselves in a
caring light, and they will from a genuine place.
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CHAPTER 7:
A LEGACY OF BROKEN DREAMS
“Now that I have found it, I will never allow anything to overshadow
my light again” (Senzi-CHW).

A

big part of being seen and seeing ourselves is exploring our passions and dreams: the
things that have consumed our minds since we have been little; the things that evoke
deep feelings of joy when we imagine doing and living them.

Having dreams for one’s life keeps us alive and helps us to keep returning to life on a daily
basis with new hope, no matter how tough things are.
This is especially important for those in the caring profession. They are given the huge
responsibility of serving and caring for others. If they are wounded and unhappy they can
become a hazard and a risk to themselves and to those they care for.
In this chapter we listen to the dreams that care workers have harboured for themselves –
and which mostly have been broken. Although the experiences of older carers are different
from those of the younger ones, each generation has the aspiration of breaking through the
bondage of poverty, patriarchy, oppression and marginalisation.
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Mme Kotane’s * dreams

DREA

MS

Mme Kotane, is in her early 60s – she is not specific about her age. She tells
us that we are too young for her to share with us her actual age:

I was born in the Eastern Cape in a small village called Qumbu. My childhood was hard.
Both my parents never worked, and my father made it clear that it was a waste of money
to take a girl child to school as you would be married and taken away to another family
in future. For me there was no possibility of dreaming of being anything else in life except
being someone’s wife and a mother. I heard about that expectation from a very early age.
I didn’t know it then, but my father was emotionally and physically abusive towards my
mother. When he was drunk he would demand that his food must have meat. It was
impossible for my mother to cook meat daily because there was no consistent income. My
mother would sometimes get odd jobs, but it was not enough. He just expected magic.
I was married at a young age. I was really happy and hopeful that life would be better when
I got married, but it was the same, if not worse. The difference between my mother and I is
that I had to look after umazala wami nosapho lomyeni wami lonke – my mother in law and
the whole family – because I lived with them. When I talked to my mother about this big
responsibility she would often say “Ewe - kaloku ungumtshakazi wosapho lonke lasemzini
wakho, wena ubucinga uba ungumtshakazi womyeni wakho qha?” Yes, you are the bride of
all your in laws; did you think you were the bride of just your husband?
Just like my father, my husband did not bring in any income. He always spoke about being
rich because my father in law had left him with cattle. It was tough because ezonkomo,
zazingazisi imali yakuthenga – those cattle didn’t translate into money to buy food. He later
decided to go look for a job at the mines e Rhawutini (Johannesburg). I was hopeful and
excited that maybe our lives would change. I even hoped that my children would study, and
unlike me and their dad, get better jobs one day.
It was disappointing and frustrating when my husband didn’t come home like other men.
He seemed to have forgotten us. He was not sending any money home and I heard that he
was busy with other women in the city. My eldest son had to leave school after standard 6,
which is now known as Grade 8, to try and get a job. I was hurt that that my child had to
leave school to help me provide for the younger brothers and sisters. He had to find a job
in the nearest town, eMthatha, at a very young age.
I was so angry and frustrated at this man that one day after I got help from other people
working in Johannesburg. I just went to this Johannesburg to look for him. “If someone had
to enjoy his money it was his children, not other women,” I thought.
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He was angry when I found him – endibuza uba ndiyifumanephi imvume yokumlandela
– where did I get permission to follow him. Yhuu!! Lotata. Despite his anger about me
moving to Johannesburg with my younger children, it worked out well. After just a year he
lost his job due to illness. UYazi Mpumi, uThixo unendlela zakhe ezifihlakeleyo – God has
his own mysterious ways. I was able to take care of him during that difficult time. Ngubani
owayezomonga ukuba ndandingekho – Who was going to care for him if I was not there?
Lamagqwirhakazi, ayetya nawo imali yabantwana bam, ayengeke amonge. These witches
he was spending my children’s money on would have never cared for him.
We continued to struggle. With the pay-out from work we could only buy a stand and we
put up a shack. My son ended up being involved with stock theft conflicts back home. He
was arrested and “bamnika 7 years engaphakathi – he was jailed for seven years. He is out
now but he is always drunk. It is so sad for me to think what he could have been if this man
didn’t run away to spend our money with Johannesburg women.
We found a place to live at an informal settlement. This is where I became friends with this
woman who started the project of looking after HIV positive people and cooking for orphans
who were fed after school. When she asked me to help in the project I was excited. I felt
that through my volunteering I was making a difference in the lives of community members.
I had never worked in my life. I had not even completed primary school. Who was going to
give me a job in Johannesburg? So I appreciated waking up and having a sense of purpose.
My children were now big, and I didn’t have to worry too much about them anymore. It is
just a pity that some of them are stuck in their lives and more committed to alcohol than
making a better life for themselves. This job helped me to do something important.
When we started we only depended on donations for the vegetables and food we were
cooking. We also got donations to wash and care for the patients who were helpless and
stuck in bed. I loved it when the weak patients would just smile and say, “Thank you mama”.
Being a care worker was simple and yet hard at times, but I was satisfied with the good job
that we were doing. We became known and we were respected in the community as we
were truly there for the community.
I have always appreciated this job because I started doing it without any stipend. Now it’s
even better because we are getting some money. Who would give me this money with no
education? It is just scary at times when we hear that the government wants to get rid of
us who are older, they want the young ones with Grade 12. I don’t understand because we
know more about patient care and even though I can’t write I know how to care for a sick
person with love. I love my patients, mina.
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The younger care workers have had very different experiences to Mma Kotane. They were
still in high school having other dreams when these projects were started. They wanted a
life different to their parents and grand-parents. They were trying to get an education. And,
in general, care work was not their first choice.
Care work was not my first choice: stories from the younger generation
Tsepi*
DRE

AM

S

“To be honest nje, Sisi! I had no idea what this care work is. I passed that project
daily when I went to school. I could not even be bothered to ask what this project
was all about. I had other hopes and dreams for my life.

Doris*
I was raised by a single parent and being the first-born was difficult. There was often
this expectation from my mom that as soon as I am done with Grade 12, I needed to
get a job and help her with my younger siblings. I felt pressured and bitter because
no one ever asked me what I wanted to do with my life. I wanted to teach and have a degree
in teaching. But no one knew that. Trying to raise that issue I would be seen as really selfish.
I had to push that dream aside because there were more urgent matters to attend to. It is
almost as if I had to stand in for the fathers of my younger siblings. For a long time I was bitter
and maybe I am still bitter. Honestly speaking, even in that sad realisation that I could not go
any further with my studies, I still never knew what care work was, and it didn’t cross my
mind that it would be the job that I needed to do to help my mother.

Zenzile*
DREA

MS

“I knew what this job entailed. My aunt was very sick, and she used to be visited
by home-based carers. They used to care for her, wash her and ensure she took
her medication including her TB medication. She spoke very highly of them. They
dressed in uniform and they used to travel in pairs. They were doing a good job.

But when I looked at their job there was nothing that was attractive about what they were
doing to me. I remember I used to think to myself it’s a good job for older people and
people who go to church – people with patience and love. Despite all their great work we
would often gossip about them. That they probably understood sick people better because
they were also sick. We never said this in front of them. I would not have had that kind of
courage to dream of doing such a tough job, with that kind of a stigma attached to you in
the community. Little did I know that it would be the only “job” that I would end up getting.
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I saw myself doing some office work in a big company with well-dressed people, but it was
not to be. Even when I had been pregnant whilst in matric and my choices were reduced
care work was not my first choice. To be honest I thought that I was better than this.

Senzi*:

DRE

AM

S

I have always wanted to be a lawyer. I grew up in the rural areas of North West
province. I had private thoughts that I was actually good at arguing and analysing
situations. I would watch with interest and excitement on our small TV set any
programs where the law was being discussed or crime dramas. I would just picture
myself arguing for justice to be done at the end, wearing those black robes and
good clothes underneath that.
I also loved attention as a teenager, so I would be so excited of the thought of a whole court
room just listening to me in action. I knew that one day this was going to be me. What I
did not know was that my father would go to work in Johannesburg and just decide not
to ever return home. He abandoned my mother with all of us. I was the eldest child and by
the time I was in Grade 12 my grades were average. I was not doing well at all. I managed
to pass my Grade 12, but I didn’t get a “Bachelor pass”. The first thing that I thought was
that I must kiss goodbye to my dream of becoming a lawyer. It was too good to be true
anyway. I thought: Who in this dusty rural place that we lived in, has ever been a lawyer? I
also thought: Who in my extended family has ever been to University? No one. What made
me think I am special?
I tried to get part time jobs so that I could help my mom with my siblings who were still in
primary school at that stage. It was not so much money, but it was something. So when
my aunt called me from Johannesburg to come live with her, so that I can get better paying
jobs. I took the opportunity and my mother supported the idea.
I moved with my aunt into a shack in Johannesburg. Soon after moving in with her I heard
about this project where I could help as a volunteer working with orphaned children. My
aunt told me to join this particular project as I might be registered as a care-giver and earn
a stipend. I was anxious, because I never really knew how to take care of children. But I
didn’t come all the way from North West to sit around, so I joined, and I learnt fast what was
expected of me. Helping children after school, doing activities with them and also visiting
their families. It was not that hard.
I also developed new friendships in the project. These friends were about my age. I started
enjoying my work, not because of what I was doing, but the friendships that I made. I
sometimes noticed that when I did home visits and reported back to my supervisor I would
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be wanting justice to be done for a particular child. I got angry at the unfairness that I came
across when doing home visits. I would often ask what the law says about these problems.
My supervisor would be quick to put me in my place. She often said: “Wena, utsibinky ne”
- you think you are a know it all. Do you think you can do my job?
I was shamed by those comments, especially because they would be said in front of other
care workers. So I decided to keep my ideas to myself. When I was alone I would think,
the lawyer dream is still in me, but another thought would quickly jump in “Who do I think I
am anyway. I’m living in a small shack with my aunt, I earn little money, and I have to send
money home for my mom and my siblings. Where would I even begin if I tried to study?”
My friends have become a wonderful distraction as they discouraged me from overthinking and invited me to parties. That became my life. I was not drinking when I came to
Johannesburg, but I started drinking alcohol through their introduction to the different ciders.
I find myself thinking more and more that this is the life. I am young and why must I worry
about the future. My dad doesn’t care for us, so why should I care. I forget my issues when
I have had a few drinks. I forget that I’m often called a stupid at work, because my English
writing skills were not so great. I forget that I once was excited about the idea of walking
around in court and being listened to, whilst saying something clever.
These days I just laugh a lot and gossip about the latest beautiful cars, and who is dating
who, and who is the side chick to whom. That is my source of excitement. I have forgotten
a lot of things that were once important to me. To be honest I have forgotten my true self.

A broken sense of self-worth
These stories show women who are feeling stuck and estranged from their passions and
dreams. Their self-worth has been systematically eroded by a combination of factors: the
families they were born into, their race, their economic circumstances and their sociopolitical context.
Whenever Senzi used her analytical mind at work, her supervisor discouraged her, laughing
at her use of English instead. So Senzi ended up hiding her brilliance, turning towards a life of
partying, friends and boyfriends. She didn’t believe that she still had it in her to be a lawyer.
Doris believed that the only thing she was good for was to provide for her mother and
siblings. The only time she felt worthy even of a phone call was at month end when her
mother would call with a list of her needs.
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Patriarchy
Mma Kotane’s dreams – except those that were dictated to her by her father – were never
known to her. And because of the patriarchal society she grew up in, they might never
be known to her. This system influenced her father’s belief that educating a girlchild was
useless. She is going to be married anyway.
Patriarchy still sees women as a dependent of a man. It has stopped any possibility of Mme
Kotane dreaming of anything beyond being a wife and a mother. This reality just breaks my
heart and angers me. It makes me aware of my own privilege of having been born to parents
who believed that education is a tool to fighting the poverty created by yet another evil
system, apartheid.
This dream of Mme Kotane to be someone’s wife and a mother was instilled by her own
mother and her grandmother, because that’s all that they knew. It was probably not their
dream either, but it was a dream of a patriarchal culture and society that believes that the
only thing a woman is capable of and good for is being a wife to a man and being a mother
to children and meeting other people’s needs. There is not even a choice of possibilities.

The Apartheid System
The apartheid system that created Bantustans for black people to
keep them away from urban areas, away from any form of economic
advancement and away from white people, also had a devastating impact
on Mme Kotane and her children’s potential for dreaming anything big
for their lives. This system kept her in the rural areas with poor quality
farmland, poor living conditions, and limited schooling opportunities for
her children. It forced her first-born child to abandon his own dreams and to find a job to take
care of his mother and his siblings. It created another angry young man who ended up in jail.
The apartheid system was an extension of white capitalism. It also created an underclass of
black labour which could do the dirty work for the enrichment of whites. This system also
robbed so many black families of their fathers who became migrant labourers. The system
destroyed families and in the process destroyed dreams – dreams that are conceived and best
grown and nurtured within supportive family spaces.

The Migrant Labour System
The disruption of black families by the migrant labour system created psychological
disruptions as well. Families became alienated from each other. Take Senzi’s father who was
swallowed up by the city after moving there to work. What could have happened if Senzi had
not had to carry the burden of a father? With her passion for becoming a lawyer she had
more going for her than Mme Kotane who was from a different generation.
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But it was not to be. She became a casualty of being a first-born child. Whether she liked
it or not, she had to step up and become and adult too soon. This is similar to what Doris
experienced because the various fathers of her siblings abandoned her mother with these
children. With that, dreams had to be abandoned and suppressed.
Zenzile became pregnant when she was in Grade 12. A contributing factor might have been
her not having the supportive presence of a parent to guide her around sexuality issues. Her
dad had abdicated his responsibilities and abandoned her mom and her. Her mother on the
other hand had to prioritise the survival of her children. When the highest priority of a mother
is where the next meal is going to come from, presence and guidance take a back seat.

Poverty
The poverty that impacted Mme Makotane and her family and led to her eldest son ending
up in jail, is the same poverty that resulted in Senzi leaving the North West to find better
opportunities in Johannesburg and burying her dream of becoming a lawyer.

The Current Government
While these lives have been profoundly influenced by the governments that their grandparents and parents lived through, the current government has abdicated its responsibility
for providing effective primary health care to its citizens. Despite romanticising the work of
the care workers, the state has resisted recognising them as employees and to pay them a
decent salary for the invaluable physical and emotional labour they are performing in their
communities. Instead they are given a stipend that is too little to live on and too much to
walk away from as they feel stuck and without alternatives. It is common to hear the care
workers complain about how difficult it is to work for such a low stipend and then at the end
hear those painful words “What
can I do, this stipend is better
than not having anything”. This
stipend keeps them in bondage.
This democratically elected
government, contrary to what
it believes, has not done well to
positively influence the dreams
of these women.
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CHAPTER 8:
DARING TO DREAM AGAIN
When buried dreams rise again, when abandoned dreams
are re-discovered and when new dreams are conceived,
a sense of self-worth can be re-affirmed.
The missing pieces of the puzzle are finally found.

O

ne of the aims of the Siyabanakekela Healing Through Training program is to take
care workers into that internal private and even sacred place where they can rediscover their sense of purpose. As we have seen, for many people this place of
dreams has been badly disturbed by discouragements, traumatic circumstances and a lack
of nurturance. Part of our care for care workers is to offer the encouragement and support
that they never experienced, so that they can re-build this space of hope.
It is our dream to support care workers in dreaming again. It is our dream to support and
witness carers finding their worth and to rebuild that sacred place that holds dreams. When
we begin believing that we are worthy to dream again our own voices can become louder
than the voices of the systems that have suppressed our dreams. These become exciting
moments in the life of our groups!
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Rethabile*:
DRE

AM

S

When istokvel was mine, previously I would have taken the money and splashed it
on buying clothes and getting myself a good weave. This time around, since I am
clear about what I want to do with my life, guess what I did? I registered for the first
semester of doing teaching at Unisa. Thank you Sisi, thank you colleagues that you
have contributed to making my dream of teaching children begin.”

Zenzile*:
I spent my weekend searching for information on driving schools and I have all the
information about where I need to go for a driver’s licence. I am going to pay the
driving school when I get my money from the stokvel.

“Dreaming has rebuilt my self-worth.”
Once the participants have spoken their dreams, a fire lights up. It starts as a flicker and, with
the necessary fuel, keeps growing. One can see this in the new way that the women perceive
themselves – how they talk differently about themselves.
Senzi*:

DRE

AM

S

The more I am busy with my dreams, seeking information to help me grow, the less
time I have to sit around and gossip. I am working on bigger things than analysing
who has a new boyfriend.

Their physical postures change. I often call this “growing taller in yourself”. There is a
determined energy to be better so that one’s children can have better and do better. There is
more to live for. Care workers also begin to have more expectations of themselves. The focus
shifts from others – the NGO, my boyfriend, the Department of Health, the government –
towards the need to do something for oneself.
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“I need to stand up and make my dreams a reality”
Linda*:
I have started visiting one mall that I have never been to. I carry only my taxi fare
and money to buy fried chicken and ice-cream. I take in my surroundings, the clean
air, the green scenery, a lot of beautiful townhouses and lovely cars. I take it all in
when I get off the taxi, before I walk into the mall and as I take the taxi back home.
In my heart I am preparing myself for such surroundings, I am also preparing these beautiful
surroundings for my coming. Then I return to the stench of Mzimhlophe and say: I don’t
belong here anymore. Just watch me! I now believe I can be anything and live anywhere as
long as I work hard.

“Support my dreams or I am out of here!”
As care workers begin the process of working towards their dreams, they often begin to
analyse their relationships differently. They look out for how much support the people close
to them are giving them. They learn about the importance of surrounding themselves with
dd value to their life and their dreams. They learn about the importance of also adding value
and encouraging others to go for their dreams.

Sebelo*:
I have noticed that since I have been visiting the internet cafe down the road, often
searching for information and sending enquiring emails, my boyfriend uba snaaks,
(he is not okay). Tsho this guy!! Last week Friday when we finished work I went
again to the internet café. He got to our shack earlier than me and when I got
home I was greeted by a “Why are you always at the internet cafe, yini sowuthole indoda
laphayana e internet café? (What’s wrong, have you found a man at the internet café?)”
He carried on with an aggressive tone. “What must I eat, you don’t cook me supper, you run
to the internet cafe to amadoda wakho (your men).”
I was so angry, and I just snapped: “Yeyi!! Ungazongbhedela wena, (Don’t talk nonsense) I
have told you that I’m researching information on the different nursing schools. I am going to
register next year. I am going to be a nurse, one day. Sitting here kulomkhukhu (in this shack)
and cooking for you like an old woman will keep me in the same place as you are – working
at a factory with nothing to show for it. I am still young, mina, and I want great things for
my life. It’s either you support my dreams and start dreaming your own dreams for your life,
because nawe you are still young, or I’m out of this relationship!!!”
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There was a brief silence in the room, as everyone looked at her with disbelief. Then
someone stood up and high-fived Sebelo: “You go girl. Skhathele abomasaka abafuna ukusi
controller. We are tired of these useless people trying to control us.”
Everyone laughed.

“It’s going to be a long road, but I am willing to take it.”
There is something exciting about someone who is reconnected to their dreams, to their first
love. It does not matter how long it will take to realise these dreams. As long as there is support.
Senzi* shared her feelings after she had visited UNISA to make enquiries
about bridging courses:
I feel alive. I have been re-introduced to my true self. Thank you for this process. No
one has ever taken me to that place where my dreams were buried. I returned to a
place where I used to go to when I was younger: The picture of myself working in
the court with intelligent words is so clear again. It’s going to be a long road but, if it will lead
me to live my best life, I am willing to take it.

Doris*:
I spent my holidays with my mom and my siblings in the village. I built up the
courage through what we have learnt in these sessions to call a family meeting. Me,
uDoris, I called a family meeting! I have always been reminded that I am the eldest
and I must show it, so I showed it. I informed my family that I love them and that I have
always done my best for them. I informed my mom that I believe that the childcare grant of
the younger three siblings is sufficient for their basic needs. I then said that I will be reducing
my monthly contributions as the sibling after me has completed his Grade 12 and we are
expecting him to study further through NASFAS. My mother was in a hurry to ask me what I
was going to do with my money now? As if I don’t have the right to do anything for myself.
Then I said the most liberating thing. I said it slowly and with such confidence: “I am going
to upgrade my Grade 12 marks. And then I am going to study for a degree in teaching.”
You could hear a pin drop in the house, but there was such an exciting celebratory noise in
my heart. I was so relieved I had shared my dreams with such boldness. My mother finally
knew my dreams and I had the courage to introduce it to her without fear of her laughing at
me, or loading her own problems onto me!!

The group cheered Doris on! We were all so proud of her when she registered to upgrade her
Maths and English. And we have witnessed different faces lighting up as we heard feedback
on progress around their dreams, no matter how small they were. And we have continued
to work through our fears and obstacles.
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The groups have become a powerful support system for each other!
I would often think that the dreams escaped out of the dusty suitcases that they had been
packed in. I imagined that we were about to give the suitcases new labels.

Since working with them, six care workers have left their organisations to pursue their
dreams.
Senzi* is one of them:
I have enrolled in Grade 12. I have left care work to be a sales person. I am going
to continue to save money with the rest of the group. I will never allow anything to
overshadow my light again and my light is studying to become a lawyer.

This is DREAMING – AGAIN!
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Reflection
I am fascinated by words and their meaning and enjoy thinking about them in my
mother tongue.
care
Care in isiXhosa is ixabiso. It’s siblings in English could be “regard” and value”. Caring
is also one of those things that will never be true until it is felt by the other. It therefore means you
have to do it. Caring is experienced in doing. I believe everyone’s job should be done with care
as an underlying value. However, when your main job is to care for another human being and for
other human beings, it is much more demanding of you emotionally.
The work of community care workers is about caring all the time. It is a tough responsibility.
The heart gets tired. The energy gets depleted. The smile comes from a deep place. On certain
days you are facing so many things that you think: “I don’t have the energy to attend to another
person’s pain today. I am in pain myself and who is attending to mine?”
When I compare myself with the care workers, I think that I have some relief as I live away from
the community that I serve. When I reach home I am in a different place geographically and
emotionally. That helps a lot in being able to create boundaries that keep me sane. But I see
very little escape for the care workers. They live in the communities they serve. The care that
is expected and sometimes demanded of them, can continue into the evenings and weekends,
when the patient requires emergency help. There is an assumption that they always have airtime
and data to do this caring job. It is common that a care worker returns from church on a Sunday
and then decides to go and check in on a patient. It is almost if care doesn’t stop.
Care is opening yourself up to another human being’s horror when for other people it is easier
to look away, or shrug, or to blame it on the government. When one gives out so much care,
especially under such difﬁcult conditions, care needs to ﬂow back.
I am not expecting care to ﬂow back from the patients. I expect it from those who demand that
the carers continue to provide services and submit statistics. And from those who are eager to
translate these statistics into unconvincing speeches that often go like this: “We are continuing to
make strides in winning the ﬁght against HIV/AIDS and other related illnesses in our communities,
through primary health programmes!”
So what type of care do I dream of ﬂowing from these eloquent politicians? If this government
could pay the carers more than the meagre R2500 or less, maybe that would be the beginning of
care. If the government could care enough to realise the effects of being considered a volunteer
for 10 years. For example, if you don’t get a payslip you can’t get a loan to buy a fridge to store
food for your family. It also would be a good beginning if the care workers – who are expected
to respond to people’s horrors and pain long after the “professionals” have retreated into their
private spaces because it is after 4pm – could be given better resources to do their jobs. If their
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safety could be considered. If they received adequate support and supervision. If they could be
given more spaces to cry, and be angry and joyful, and be witnessed with empathy. That would
be care.
This care would be felt by the care workers. And it would ﬂow into other important aspects of their
life. It would ﬂow into their children. At the moment many are so overwhelmed that they can only
preserve their energy to care for patients.
DIGNITY
Another sibling word to care is dignity. The isiXhosa word is Isidima. When you are seen or
acknowledged, you develop self-respect. Someone has mirrored that to you. Self-respect results
in a sense of dignity. This is probably the reason when you greet someone in IsiZulu you would
say “Sawubona”, which might have come from “ngiyakubona” (I see you). That to me is the
highest honour you can give another human being, to see them and to see them with care and
respect.
One of the most painful lessons for me in this journey has been how a system such as apartheid
has stolen the dignity and self-respect from black people.
The voices shared in the previous chapter reveal that for some of the carers, not being seen or
recognised, has been the story of their lives. Most of them have experienced layers of not being
recognised or given dignity by their family, the organisations they work for, society, and even the
current government. This can be too much to bear.
Our work has been to support the care workers in re-learning what love is and to ignite a sense
of urgency about seeing themselves with loving eyes so that they can give this to their children,
and their patients and one another.
We have tried to show them that care can hold their pain – they don’t have to change the subject
or run off to cry by themselves in the bathroom. They have learnt that they can cry publicly and
will receive enough care to contain them. And out of this self-respect and dignity are born. This in
turn gives carers a sense of conﬁdence of believing in these three powerful phrases: “I am here – I
matter – I know what I want.”
To value, respect and honour each other we need to see each other. For society to ﬁnd the
sacredness of life again, we need to see each other and be seen. In seeing each other not only
do we identify our similarities, we also acknowledge our differences. Not only do we see it, we
respect it. To me this is true care.
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CHAPTER 9:
TRAINING FOR SELF-AWARENESS
“When planning for a year, plant corn. When planning for a decade,
plant trees. When planning for life, train and educate people.”
Chinese proverb
When words don’t quite do it

I

want to start off this chapter with a few words about the word “training” and other
terms that are associated with it. In the conventional use of the word, “training” refers
to the transfer of skills and is based on the assumption that there is an expert holder of
knowledge who passes this on to a passive recipient, with little or no attention being paid
to what the recipient brings into the relationship in terms of experience, feelings, thoughts,
ideas, and insight. The process of “training” starts with hand-outs of manuals and other
written materials compiled by those who know, to educate those who don’t, and usually
ends up with some kind of certificate which elevates the recipient to a higher social status
and may even help her gain entry into the community of experts.
When I started working at the organisation which we then called ROCS, the title “trainer”
that was given to me, was based very much on the assumptions I described above. I was
entrusted with the task of training lay counsellors and home-based care workers in the skills
of counselling, supporting, and caring. As I described earlier in this book, there was a misfit
between the kind of training and skills transfer that was expected of me from the organisation
and my own intuition that people caring for people, in whatever form, needed to go through
a much deeper process of learning about themselves, their histories, and contexts, and how
these relate to their personal experience of both woundedness and resilience, if they were
to be truly present for the people they were expected to care for.
There is a well-known series of handbooks called “Training for Transformation” which was
put together by development workers Anne Hope and Sally Timmel in the 1970s, and have
been re-edited and several times since then. Their understanding of training for development
work in poor communities is based on the premise that liberation and transformation starts
with the oppressed people themselves, with their personal lives, their feelings, their hopes,
and the natural drive of people to strive to better their conditions of life. It is also based on
the recognition that training includes coming to a deep understanding of the social, political
and economic causes of personal suffering and distress.
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In the context of caring for people in very intimate settings (the home, the counselling
space) it is even more important that carers developed the skill of self-reflection and the
discipline of self-awareness. It is, after all, the self that is the tool with which the work of
caring is done. And while everyone has the capacity and, I believe, the need to continuously
work on developing the self in relation to other people and the world at large, many people
have been deprived of the kind of conditions that nurture reflection, critical thinking and
self-awareness; conditions that dampen the drive to improve the conditions of life.
Helping people to excavate their selves, their aspirations, their intellect and their talents
from the morass of neglect, deprivation, judgment and exclusion, therefore does require
skilful guidance through an often very painful process – and it is this skilful guidance which,
for lack of a better word, we refer to in this book as “training.”
The training journey I describe in the following chapter is one of healing, self-discovery,
self-discipline and solidarity, all of which is the basis of learning the work of caring, in both
professional and personal settings.

The Training Journey
Having hopes and dreams is exciting, but if no action follows,
then dreams and hopes remain just that. This is why we take
the care workers through a challenging process of training
(which is described in detail in chapter 10).
This training is always done in response to requests by
organisations that we provide debriefing sessions for care
workers. After the request we meet with the organisation to
assess their attitude to the process we offer. We also find out
about the working context of the carers for whom support or training has been requested. In
these meetings we outline our model and make clear that what we do is much broader than
providing a space for care workers to talk about the impact that their work has on them.
The initial process consists of eight all day sessions spread over is eight weeks. During this
time we work with the care workers once a week for the whole day. After these sessions we
give trainees a break of about 2 to 3 months so that they have space to integrate and test
the lessons they have learnt. After this we have monthly follow up sessions.
The groups generally consist of 10 to 17 care workers. This allows us to work intimately and
ensures that everyone can be witnessed and feel safe.
The training framework was developed through reflection and listening to the emotional
needs of care workers. We think of the training as journey – with many sacred awakening
moments. While it is not always a joyful journey, it is also not always painful. It is a mixture
of many intense emotions that helps us to grow together.
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What we hope to achieve through the Siyabanakekela program
We have many hopes in doing this work and are proud of adding hope to the lives of the care
workers. The aim of the training is:
•

To strengthen the work of care workers with families, children and communities based
on the belief that if the wounded healer goes through their own process of healing
they can contribute better to the healing of others.
Our assumption is that when carers have their own hurts and brokenness respectfully
attended to and contained, they are are more able to give better care for the distress
of their own patients. We want care workers to give the best care that they can to their
patients and communities so that they can restore hope in others. We dream that they
can give care from a more genuine place – rather than from a sense of obligation, duty
and fear of losing their stipend.

•

To create and maintain a safe space for reflecting both on the emotional and the
psychological impact of their work on them.
Carers who understand their emotional burdens will take responsibility for their own
well-being and develop healthy boundaries in order to cope differently with the stressful
realities.

•

To support care workers with coping and stress-management skills so that they can
manage to work more effectively in a highly stressful context.
Carers who are able to care for themselves better will be strengthened to better care for
their families and their patients.

•

To create and facilitate a safe and supportive space for debriefing and releasing their
historical and current distress and trauma.
We hope to see care workers learning to be gentle with the self that has been shut
down, persecuted, repressed, oppressed, shamed and violated by primary caregivers,
teachers, boyfriends, girlfriends, spouses, society and political structures. Carers who
are able to grow beyond the negative perceptions they have of themselves will be able
to contribute to the growth of others.

•

To develop a shared peer support space.
Carers who can break the silence and share experiences with each other are able to
allow others to speak for themselves as well. Care workers are often isolated and feel
they are alone in the complexities of their lives. Sharing develops a support space, even
beyond the sessions. The carers can see other women as allies. Their journey is not as
lonely – they are supported and supportive to other women. This sense of togetherness
helps develop a sense of personal and collective agency.
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•

To increase self-awareness and awareness of others, and skills in effective interpersonal
relationships, both at work and in personal relationships.
We want to see women meeting their rejected, disowned, neglected and forgotten
selves so that they can have more space to love themselves and others from a position
of strength.

•

To develop a sense of personal and collective agency as a foundation for advocacy.
When the individual voices of carers are strengthened they are able to identify with a
sense of injustice in each other’s experiences. Carers are therefore able to be part of
structures that collectively advocate for their rights to dignity.

•

To transfer their newly found fire to their children.
We hope that they can be more present and involved in their children’s lives. That
they can model taking responsibility for choices, decisions, actions and needs to their
children. That they can teach their children to endlessly dream and work hard towards
these dreams, despite their contexts.

•

To build, maintain and enhance networks of support in communities by supporting,
empowering and giving skills to carers.
Carers work at a grass root level. Most of the times they are part of the communities
they serve. They are more accessible than nurses and social workers. Improving their
skills is going to have a direct impact on strengthening the communities that they serve.

Principles of the Siyabanakekela Journey

•

In this journey your voice matters. Despite how repressed it has been or
continues to be, it needs to be always respected and heard.

•

In this journey we are all wounded – including the facilitator. The space is
made conducive and sacred for our pain to be expressed and witnessed. It is a
space of sharing, listening, reflection, containment and feeling safe.

•

In this journey we care about the whole person and all that we bring. Our
interventions aim to strengthen our voices so that we can negotiate and stand
up for just relationships, just workspaces, just communities and ultimately a
just society.

•

In this journey deep transformation and healing is possible. We respect that
this is the core purpose of this journey.
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CHAPTER 10:
STEPS ON THE JOURNEY

I

n a desire to strengthen the work of caring for the carers, we would like to share the
Siyabanakekela framework.

Should you wish to integrate this material into the development and empowerment of
your own teams, it is important to emphasise that this is not a detached process of skills
development - it is a movement of love; a form of activism inspired by the understanding
that the injustices that black South Africans have suffered continue to play out in who the
care workers are. It is an understanding that the present democratically elected government
has not advanced the dignity of black South Africans as had been expected.
While we do the training over eight full days we will represent it here as a journey broken
down into various steps.
The Journey
Step 1: Beginning the Process
Step 2: The Hand Activity

Step 3: Introduction to Journaling
Step 4: The Tree of My Life
Step 5: You and Your Communication Style
Step 6: How to Give and Receive Feedback
Step 7: You and Your Values
Step 8: You and Your Stress
Step 9: You and Your Work Environment
Pausing and Reconnecting
Step 10: Reclaiming our Dreams
Step 11: The World of Work
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The expertise required to facilitate the process
•

Understand the field of community-health workers in the South African context;

•

Have extensive experience in the field of human psychology;

•

Have advanced counselling skills;

•

Have a culturally and context sensitive approach to the work;

•

Have the ability to share ideas, information, develop knowledge and provide
theory and skills in the psycho-social field (Content);

•

Have an ability to facilitate self-reflection, sharing thoughts, feelings and
experiences (Process);

•

Have an ability to understand group dynamics and manage them sensitively;

•

Knowledge in adult education and its principles;

•

Knowledge of appropriate use of experiential learning methods;

•

Preferably share a common language with the participants;

•

Being in touch with yourself and continuously working on your self-awareness
and woundedness; and

•

Have adequate reflection opportunities including your own supervision and
debriefing space.

START HERE
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The roles of the facilitator
•

To establish a relationship of trust with the participants;

•

To be warm, genuine and empathic;

•

To be fully present with the participants;

•

To be respectful of different opinions and perspectives;

•

To be observant and a good listener;

•

To organise and come prepared to sessions;

•

To encourage self-reflection;

•

To encourage interaction and the sharing of ideas amongst participants;

•

To create a space that is safe and conducive to the participants being open to share
their feelings;

•

To be ethical at all times (adhering to the values of confidentiality);

•

To be flexible;

•

To be confident in sharing and presenting concepts;

•

To model effective communication;

•

To sit through difficult emotions and experiences;

•

To be energetic and be aware of the energy of the group; and

•

To maintain the energy of the group.
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Who
am I?

STEP 1

Beginning the Process

Introductions
To create a relaxed space conducive to building relationships, we start with a warm up
activity. This might be a simple activity of sharing your name and the story behind your
name. This can say so much about families and the story of our lives.
The facilitator introduces herself in a warm and open manner that helps care workers to
relax. Many are anxious about who they will be journeying with. It is also important to take
time to introduce participants to the organisation.
Taking time to introduce everyone reduces anxiety and misperceptions. Sometimes the
organisations don’t give an accurate explanation of what the space is all about.
Rebecca*:
I thought they chose the trouble makers to come to the training because I assumed
this was a counselling space. I thought we were going to be counselled as a group
and someone was going to fix us so that we wouldn’t give management any stress
anymore!!! I am happy that you gave us a detailed explanation of this caring for
carers program, now I know I was wrong.

Discussion of opening and closing rituals
After the introductions, we discuss a ritual that participants would like to use to begin
and end every session. There needs to be consensus on this ritual so that everyone feels
comfortable. The group needs to come up with this ritual and it should not be imposed by
the facilitators.
Participants are invited to share any fears they may have of being this process. This discussion
often opens up their feelings about the training.
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The Check In
We start each session with a check in. We will ask, for example: “What were your
sun-shines and your storms in the previous week?”
This gives the group time to re-connect and listen and empathise with their
experiences of the previous week. It also sensitises the facilitator to the needs
of anyone who might be feeling overwhelmed and needing more support in the
session. It might also bring attention to extreme emotional distress that may require
individual counselling sessions.

The Check Out
At the end of each day, before we do the closing ritual, participants are asked to
reflect on the day and share how it was for them and, what they are taking back
home with them.
Fears are never minimised, dismissed or responded to with false reassurances. It is very
important that participants feel emotionally safe throughout the process. This contributes
positively to build trust in the presenter and in the process.
The most common fear is of being judged by others. These feelings are heard and
acknowledged by the facilitator. Emphasis is placed on how they will never be pressured
into sharing what they are not ready to share.

Choosing a ritual helps care workers know
what to expect. When people know what
to expect they feel safe and in control. The
group is given power in making choices
about how they want to begin and end their
sessions. Being given choices sends the
message that their power is respected in the
space.
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Group rules
The next process is to negotiate the group rules that will guide the interactions and help
everyone feel cared for and safe and to be fully themselves. The group rules are agreed upon
by the group.

An example of group rules
•

We will communicate with respect by listening to each other.

•

We don’t interrupt a person whilst they are talking.

•

We don’t disturb another person by having side conversations.

•

We give each other a chance to share our thoughts and feelings.

•

We raise our hands to be given an opportunity to speak.

•

We switch off our cell-phones during the sessions – to be fully
present in the process.

•

What we discuss in the sessions remains in the sessions.

•

We don’t laugh at each other, but we can laugh with each other.

•

We participate as much as we are comfortable to and will not
be pressured to share what we are not ready or willing to share.

•

We take responsibility for our learning and we will communicate
when we don’t understand or when we are tired and need a
break or an energiser.

•

Each person speaks for themselves.

•

We disagree and debate with respect and constructively.

•

We respect each other’s uniqueness and differences.

•

We are all punctual in the beginning and ending of the sessions.

•

We are allowed to express ourselves in the language of our
choice and we will take responsibility to explain what we are
saying if there is a person who doesn’t understand our language.
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Expectations
We assess the participants’ expectations: What do they want to learn during this process?
What hopes to do they have of the lessons? And, what change do they hope to see in
themselves after this process?

An example of participants’ expectations and hopes
•

I want to learn to let go of the past and forgive.

•

I am hoping that I will learn to share my feelings.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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I would like to learn how to communicate better with my family
and my children.
I am angry and empty inside, I want to heal in these sessions.

I want to learn how to protect myself from people who always
take advantage of me.
I want to believe in myself again; I have been told so many
times how useless I am and I believed it.
How to treat other people with respect.
I want to learn to solve problems.

I want to improve how I take care of my patients.

How to take care of my stress, I am always stressed.
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An example of participants’ fears about the process
•

Am I going to manage to open up and share myself?

•

I am scared that other people will judge me about the things I

•

What if other people no longer see me the way they used to see

•

I am scared this process will bring up feelings that I have

•

Will I be able to understand everything that is being taught in

•

I am asking myself if I will be able to write honestly about my

have done in my life.
me?

buried and thought I had moved on from.

these sessions?

feelings in my journal?
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STEP 2

The Hand Activity

T

he purpose of this activity is to gain a better understanding of where the group is
at emotionally, and what specific needs they might be carrying. The activity also
encourages individuals to become aware of their inner world It opens up the process
of communication and building a relationship of trust with the facilitator.

Method
Each participant is given the outline of a hand with the following instructions:
•
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Reflect on the five most important people in your life right now. Write the name of a
person in each finger. Think deeply on the reasons each person is important in your life.
Choose only five, even though this might be tough, as you might want to add more. For
those who have less than five it is okay to only write those people and not force yourself
to reach five people.
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•

On the palm, write five of the most intense feelings you have been experiencing in your
life in the past 3 months in different areas of your life. (If you can reach five)

•

On the wrist, reflect on the five most intense emotional needs that you have been
having lately. (If you can reach five)

Feedback and discussion
Group members share. What often emerges from this activity is that people realise that
they have been taken for granted. Participants also become aware that they may have lived
unconsciously, going through days without really pausing to honestly check their feelings.
Some find it particularly difficult to share their needs. Some are too ashamed while others
are so used to caring for other people’s needs that they neglect their own.
Kholiswa*:
I have needed to be appreciated, especially by my family. I have a need for people in
my family to say thank you when I buy groceries when we receive our stipend. They
just look at you and even make more demands instead of appreciating. I also have
a need to enjoy the little stipend that I have. In the past few months, I have felt so burdened
by everyone in that house; everyone has a need that I must fulfil. Whether it’s my brother
asking me for a laptop or my mother asking about DSTV. How much do these people think
I earn? Just last weekend I was entertaining this need for my personal freedom by thinking
I would just love to move out and live by myself, and then maybe they would appreciate
what I do for them.

Conclusion
This activity gives insight into the people in our lives who make up our support system.
This can assist us in using their support better and appreciating it. It can also give insight
about those people we might have thought are important, only to discover that they don’t
contribute positively to our lives. We encourage participants to make time for the people
they might have taken for granted – either by sending them a message of appreciation or
by talking to them.
At the end of this activity we emphasise the importance of how our feelings and needs give
us valuable information about our internal world. And as we get familiar with our internal
world it becomes easier to own our feelings and needs and learn to express them.
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STEP 3

Introduction to Journaling

T

he purpose of this activity is to introduce the care workers to a process of spending time
with themselves reflecting and writing.

Method
•

Input is given on the importance of having time to reflect on our feelings and experiences
on paper. Participants are given books and their first task is to cover the book with love.

•

From the second session they are given specific self-awareness questions to think about
in their own time, and to write responses in their journal.

•

They are assured that they will not be asked to share their answers, unless they are ready
to. All they will be asked to share will be their experiences and feelings of reflecting on
the different issues.
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•

On the first page, they write the rules of the journal.
(1) This journal is private and for my eyes only.

(2) I commit to journal in silence and get in touch with myself.

(3) I commit to spending at least 15 minutes per day on my journal,
as I get familiar with this process.

(4) I commit to spend time reﬂecting on the homework questions
to continue with my self-awareness after the session.

Debbie*:
My journal has become my greatest friend. I don’t only write reflections on
homework tasks in my journal. I write a lot about how I see things and what my
feelings are on different issues in my life. I often wait for the children to go to bed
and then I write. It’s also a special time I get to have with myself in silence. I have noticed
that I am able to think better after writing everything in my journal. I feel relieved also as I
know my journal will never deceive me, like the people that I have spoken my secrets to and
who betrayed my trust.
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STEP 4

The Tree of My Life

This activity helps us to reflect deeply on who we are by looking back at our roots and our
life experiences. At the end of the activity participants are given the opportunity to dream
again, to formulate their hopes for the future.

Introduction
The theme is introduced. We explain how understanding the past helps us understand
where we are now and where we are going. Participants are prepared that this activity might
evoke many different emotions. They are encouraged to be in touch with these emotions.

Method
The care workers are given crayons, pencils, coloured pens and A3 paper. They are asked to
draw a tree, an example of this is placed on the flipchart.
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They answer these questions on the drawing:
•

Roots 1 (left-hand side of the tree): Where did you grow
up? What type of home did you grow up in? Who did
you grow up with? What was it like growing up in that
home?

•

Roots 2 (right hand side of the tree): What values were
you taught in this home? Which of those values are you
stilling using in your life? Which ones are you no longer
using in your life? Why?

•

The Stem 1 (On the left-hand side): What are some of
the difficulties you have faced in your life?

•

The Stem 2 (On the right-hand side): What are the
lessons that you have learnt from these problems?

•

Branches: What have been your proudest achievements?
(e.g. Managing to raise your children as a single parent.)

•

Fruit: What are your hopes and dreams for the future?

Feedback and discussion
As past hurts, anger and confusion surface, this session can often be very emotional.
Participants are supported through all these emotions. Often the group shares mixed
feelings. Some experience these as if they have only recently happened. This is often an
indication of trauma. Some participants are encouraged to consider going for counselling.
Connections are made with the past and how we experience the world now. The exercise
also helps with integrating both the good and the painful parts of life.
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Working on the roots often brings out hurt
and anger at the pain of growing up in a tough
environment. There might have been abuse or
neglect, and sometimes abandonment. Many
have grown up with only one parent, which leaves
a deep emotional void. Many report having an
absent father who was absent for long periods
due to working far from home, or fathers who have
abandoned and rejected them. Many have also
felt lonely due to being left in the care of relatives
or the extended family - often because the mother had to find work. These circumstances
have also led to feelings of not belonging because of favouritism from the extended family
and family politics. Some have been exposed to violence between adults in the family.
There are also experiences of physical, emotional and sexual abuse at the hands of people
that were trusted.
On the positive side, gratitude often comes up as care workers look back at the love and
support that they have received.
Working on the stem often reminds participants of the
problems they have faced in their journey and how these
have influenced their current situation. For example, the
death of a parent contributing to dropping out of school or
being forced to look after younger siblings, escaping poverty
and family hardships by giving their life to a boyfriend and
having a baby very early in life. These challenges often have
life changing consequences such as disturbing their ability
to further their education or being infected with HIV/AIDS.
Many are strengthened by the lessons that they have learned.
Working on the branches and fruits There is a
sense of pride at achievements. A few participants
observe that they were not aware how much they
have achieved. For example, taking younger
siblings to school or raising a child as a single parent
after being abandoned by a boyfriend. The mood is
often celebratory as it mixes with the excitement of
dreams about the future.
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STEP 5

You and Your Communication Style

T

his step helps participants to reflect on their relationships. We go into conflict
management and giving and receiving feedback.

Introduction
The session begins with participants brainstorming the different relationships that they are
part of: family, social groups, co-workers, patients/clients, romantic relationships, etc.
We discuss that strengthening the self, and sensitising ourselves to our own needs, helps us
to negotiate our space in these relationships.
We discuss the factors that may contribute to conflict in these different relationships.
Some of the issues raised are: disrespect, a lack of communication, dishonesty, differences
in personalities, beliefs and value systems, favouritism in families, judgments, jealousy
and gossip, substance abuse, a lack of trust, unsatisfied needs, hostility, jealousy and
bossy controlling personalities, cultural differences, tribalism, classism, racism, a lack of
transparency.
These leads us to a discussion on conflict and how we manage it.
We emphasise that conflict is normal in these different relationships. Conflict also helps us
to improve our understanding of ourselves and of the other and therefore if we learn how
to manage conflict effectively, we can grow from it. We then move into a reflective activity
to identify our unique styles of managing conflict using the animal game.
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The ‘What Animal Am I’ game
•

Participants are given a worksheet describing 12 animals and how these might behave
when they are faced with conflict. They go through each animal’s style of conflict
management. They are also encouraged to think of how they might change their style
depending on their power or lack of power in that particular relationship.

•

After they have made their decision, they share their insights with a partner, giving
examples.

•

Next, they give feedback to the whole group.

•

There is a discussion about how each person’s style benefits them or costs them. It is
emphasised that if your style is costing you a lot of important relationships you might
need to challenge yourself. We also talk about different styles being suitable for different
contexts – you might be a strong person who wants to resolve issues immediately, but
increased sensitivity to the context of the other person might inform you that they are
not ready, and you might temporarily need to keep quiet for the sake of peace. The
discussion emphasises that there is no perfect style and that sometimes we adapt our
style depending on the context and the circumstances facing us at that time.

Some discussions around the different conflict resolution styles:
Aggression and threat: Those who claimed to respond to conflict with aggression and
threats, like the lion, shared that the benefits are that they often win and are respected by
others. They also felt that their messages get across to the other person. On the other hand,
the cost is that people avoid them and don’t want to be in relationships with them. People
become scared of the lion, and being aggressive is very draining.
Keeping quiet for the sake of peace: This was the most commonly chosen style, especially
in relationships with people in power such as managers and parents. Those who used the
style of the lizard, reported that they often let things go because they are afraid of conflict.
They mask their feelings and find it very difficult to assert themselves and say no. It often
costs them their sleep, health and they can become doormats for other people to walk over.
The benefits are that they were often liked by others and managed to maintain peace, even
if it wasonly a temporary peace.
Strong and not afraid of conflict: This group identifies with the elephant. They face the
situation and do not bottle up feelings or run away from the problem. The benefits are
that people know where they stand because you are clear about your likes and dislikes.
Elephants earn respect in relationships. The costs are that people sometimes avoid telling
them anything because they want issues to be confronted and resolved. And sometimes
other people are not ready. It can also be very draining, and they sometimes get used and
abused to fight other people’s battles.
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STEP 6

How to Give and Receive Feedback

T

his section aims to help participants learn new skills of giving and receiving difficult
feedback in various relationships. For example: lizards hide their feelings and thoughts
a lot and they recognise that other people in relationships with them continue to hurt
them because they don’t acknowledge how they feel. Lions, on the other hand, discover
that as they come across very strong and loud when they give others feedback, others can
easily withdraw and avoid them, and this doesn’t help communication.
To help us introduce an alternative way of improving the way we communicate we use the
Johari Window.

Method
•

We share that Joe Luft and Harry Ingham are the designers of the Window and the
name JO-HARI is taken from their first names. The window helps us to understand how
we can grow in self-knowledge and how we can build deeper trust in relationships by
sharing feedback.

•

We then draw the four panes of the window on the flipchart. The first pane is our free
side. It is what I know about myself and what other people know about me. Participants
are asked to share something they know about themselves and other people would
know this about them. For example, I love laughing and other people know this about
me. This side of the window is our area of relating and mutual sharing.

•

The second pane below the free side is our hidden side. These are things that I know
about myself, but other people don’t know about me. We ask participants to think about
those things that they know about themselves but have not shared with others. These
are not only hidden past experiences. It can also be feelings that we are hiding, like the
lizard, or ideas and thoughts that we are afraid to share with others. We can even hide
positive experiences and our true feelings towards others. We talk about the need to
have balance in this area. When we hide too much, other people never really know how
we feel and it might be harmful to us and our relationships. We might develop feelings
of resentment against others and towards ourselves for being quiet. When we hide
nothing and we over-share, or we share indiscriminately, we might expose ourselves to
being hurt or have a problem of not having boundaries.
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Unknown to others

Known to others
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Known to self

Unknown to self
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Luft, J.; Ingham, H. (1955). The Johari Window, a graphic model of interpersonal awareness.
University of California, Los Angeles.
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•

The third pane is our blind side. This is the side that we don’t know about ourselves
but those who are close to us can see these things about us. So, we would benefit from
listening to their feedback so that we can become more aware about our blind side. This
awareness can also be a strength that we have not yet recognised in ourselves but that
others have seen it in us.
An example might be people close to us pointing out to us that we have a gift for diffusing
a tense situation by making others laugh. On our weaker side we might be made aware
that often at the end of the month, when we are under financial pressures, we snap
easily at others. We might not have been aware of this habit until someone gives us
feedback.
It is emphasised that when we open ourselves to receiving feedback from others, even if
it can sometimes cause a lot of internal discomfort, we help to decrease our blind side.
However, when we are defensive, we build a wall around us and our blind side increases,
and we rob ourselves of an opportunity to grow. This disadvantages us as individuals as
we don’t grow. It also affects our relationships negatively. Others may avoid us and find
it difficult to engage with us and it might frustrate our relationships.

•

The final pane below the blind side that is discussed is the dark/mystery side. This is the
part of yourself that other people don’t know and is also unknown to you. These are
talents and abilities which you have not yet discovered about yourself and that others
have never seen. But they are a part of you and may one day come to the surface. This side
is your growth potential side. As we open ourselves more to share our thoughts and ideas
and our feelings with others despite our fears, we reduce our hidden side and we tap into
this area of growth. As we allow others to give us feedback, despite the discomfort, we
also tap into this side and we open ourselves and our relationships to growing.

Participants ask questions and make comments, using personal examples, as we go through
the different panes of the window.
The discussion is summarised with the conclusion that giving feedback might not come
naturally to people who associate with the style of the lizard, the ostrich and the rabbit but,
when they start learning to speak up more they will benefit. On the other hand, people who
are as strong and quick to speak up, such as elephants, might also grow from listening and
taking the feedback of others.
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Practical steps to giving and receiving feedback
Method
After the Jo-Hari window the participants develop an increased appreciation on the value of
giving and receiving feedback in relationships and in managing conflict. However, the biggest
concern is often the practical side of doing this.
“How do I give feedback effectively when I am so afraid (the lizard style) or when I am so
angry (the lion’s style)?”
This next section gets very practical in attempt to answer this concern. We discuss the
importance of self-preparation before you give feedback to another, especially feedback
that involves sharing difficult feelings and experiences.
The following are the practical issues to think about in the preparation to giving
feedback.
•

Wait for the correct time to talk – often when you and the other person are
less emotional.

•

Think of the right place to talk – privately and behind closed doors.

•

Identify, acknowledge and process your own feelings first – when you are
too angry it might help to sit through those feelings, even writing them down
instead of being fuelled by them, before confronting the person.

•

Think of what you want to say to the other person – your thoughts, your
feelings, your experiences and even your needs. This process will help you
to sift through matters that might not be related to the issue but instead are
aimed at hurting the other person.

•

Be mindful of the way you want to be spoken to, prepare yourself to speak in
that tone. If you don’t want to be shouted at, prepare yourself to speak with
respect and without shouting.

•

Think about the objective of the feedback. If it is to build your relationship, you
will make sure that you approach the other person with an attitude of leaving
the conversation with your dignity and with their dignity in place. So, plan to
address the issue and not to attack the person.

There is a lot of discussion during this process and participants are given opportunities to
ask questions as this might be a new and an unusual way of engaging in conflict. We then
give further input on skills for giving and receiving feedback.
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At the end of this discussion they ask questions and we encourage them to use personal
examples when doing so. We want this discussion to be practical and to make sense rather
than just being ‘a nice thing to know’.
At the end we request participants go home and think of someone or people that they
would like to give feedback to, but with whom they are too scared to do so. They are then
requested to write how they would give this person or these people feedback using these
four steps. They are also requested to write how they would prepare themselves for such
feedback based on our earlier lessons on preparation.
When they return the following week, after checking how the process of writing was for
them, we ask those who are comfortable to share with the group what their feedback would
look like, to do so. We further encourage them to make a choice whether they would take
the next step of talking in person to whoever they were writing to, or whether they would
give them the feedback in the form of a letter. The option of only keeping the feedback in
their journal is also acceptable. Those who are comfortable to practice how they will give the
feedback in class are given the opportunity to do a role play with the support of the group.
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STEPS TO GIVING FEEDBACK

STEP 1:
Identify your feelings using “I”, and the specific behavior you are talking about:
I feel angry when you shout at me in front of other staff members.
STEP 2:
Give a recent and specific example:
For example, on Tuesday I made a mistake and you called me a stupid in front of
everyone.
STEP 3:
Identify what might be your contribution to this problem. (If there is anything).
Maybe I have made a mistake by not telling you how I feel about this when it
happened before.
STEP 4:
Invite the other person to talk.
Can we talk about it?

			

RECEIVING FEEDBACK

1. Show the other person that you are listening by using:
• Eye Contact
• Nodding
• Body language (facing the other person)
• Showing genuine interest
2. Try to ask yourself: ‘what is this person feeling?’ even if they are not telling
you how they are feeling.
3. Try to respond by using the following reflection statement:
• What I hear you say is, you feel …….. when I …………
• Am I hearing you correctly?
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MY
DREAMS

STEP 7

You and Your Values
MY VALUES

P

art of self-awareness is being in touch with our values and understanding how they
contribute to our perspective on the world, our behaviour and how we negotiate our
own needs. The main purpose of this step is to help us identify our personal values and
how we use them to engage with others in relationships. The other purpose is to understand
other people’s values and how to negotiate these when our values are different and when
other values have the potential of hurting us or causing conflict in our relationships.
Method
We return to the roots on the tree – the values that were
learnt in childhood. We look at how some of these have
been abandoned and how new ones have been integrated
into our lives. Values often taken from childhood are:
•

Respect for self and other people;

•

Loving other people by sharing whatever you have with them;

•

Being helpful to other people and the awareness that you don’t live for yourself but that
you are part of a community;

•

Be humble and don’t be a show off; and

•

Persevere and don’t give up no matter how tough your circumstances are.

We then explore useful values that often contribute positively to our relationships with
ourselves and others. These values are:
•

Being accepting of self and others;

•

Respecting self and others; and

•

Valuing your own voice and the voices of others.

To move into a deeper discussion about these values, participants are asked to reflect on
specific questions.
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Accepting self and others:
Think of people who are not accepting you for who you are or, a person who often criticises
and judges you. What do they say/do?
•

How does this make you feel?

•

How do you deal/cope with it?

Respecting self and others:
•

Think of people who often disrespect you. What do they say/do?

•

How does this make you feel?

•

How do you deal/cope with it?

Valuing your voice and the voices of others:
•

Think of people who often don’t listen to you when you try to express your feelings.
What do they say or do?

•

How does this make you feel?

•

How do you deal or cope with it?

Participants share their experiences of not being accepted, being judged, being disrespected
and not being heard. This often brings out a lot of painful discussions as care workers share
their feelings of powerlessness and inadequacy. These feelings also lead to resentments
and even hostility. Once their stories have been heard and their feelings acknowledged
and reflected, the questions are turned around. Are you among those who cannot accept
themselves? Do you criticise and judge yourself and speak about yourself in a disrespectful
manner? This often brings a new awareness into how participants can also be using these
negative values against themselves. The root of this way of thinking about ourselves is often
traced back to primary caregivers or any other people who had power and influence over us.
Living with criticism, being spoken to with disrespect and being shut down by adults leads
to people having a strong sense that that they are not good enough and this becomes a part
of a negative value system.
We further discuss the importance of working on these painful parts of our roots and how
we have internalised certain values that were self-defeating and that we have identified as
self-harming and harming others. This begins a powerful process of learning to live by the
values of accepting ourselves and others; self-respect and respecting others; not judging
ourselves and not judging others and believing in the importance of our voices, i.e. our
opinions, thoughts and feelings.
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Lizeka*:
When I was a child I was always being teased about being big. I ended up becoming
numb and pretending that it didn’t matter. It would have been a little bit comforting
if my aunt looked at me like I was special. She always compared me negatively to
her daughters who were more or less my age and it really hurt. But I always thought, it’s
normal to experience this if you don’t live with your parents. The name “sdudla” (fatty) grew
into me. I just accepted it. However, I was never accepted. Everything I tried seemed not
good enough.
When I was 16 years I overheard a boy from school whispering to a friend of his that he
wanted me. It made me feel a little bit special. I fell pregnant the first time I slept with him
and thought he would still love me like he had said. It never happened. So I struggled with
accepting myself for a long time.
I have been angry and hurt by the judgments, the lack of acceptance and the disrespect.
I got into trouble as an adult as I wanted to beat up a girl who disrespected me about my
weight and that’s when I knew that I must really work on this anger. But I didn’t know how.
I coped by being a very loud and aggressive person, to just hide that I feel insecure about
myself. I often put others down and can say the most hurtful things. I thought that is the
value to live by - to hurt others before they hurt me.
However, as we were doing this workshop, I have become aware that something needs to
change. I have also been told several times that I spoke harshly to patients, but I always
have an excuse. It has to stop. I have to work at accepting myself, then it will stop.
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STEP 8

You and Your Stress

I

n this module we look at stress, burn-out and compassion fatigue. We also look at the
triggers and symptoms of stress. The outcome is to help develop a stress management
plan.

Method
Taking on other people’s feelings
We begin with an activity that helps us to see how easy it is to take on the feelings and issues
of the clients we work with. This activity also shows how, when we take them on without any
self-awareness, this can overwhelm our emotions, bodies, our cognitive functioning and be
damaging both to us and to those we serve.
Participants identify the following:
•

What feelings do we notice in our patients or clients as we work with them? Some
feelings identified are: angry, scared, ashamed, sad, pain, frustrated, ambivalent,
isolated, rejected, confused, lonely, disconnected or unworthy.

•

What behaviour do we observe in our patients whilst engaging with them? Some of the
behaviours identified are: aggressive, rude, a lack of boundaries, withdrawn, shy, loud,
loving or de-motivated.

•

Finally, we ask them to think about the needs that their patients/clients have. Some of
the needs identified are: care, love support, attention, individual attention, to be made
to feel special, education, material resources, guidance, monitoring or to be contained.

We note these feelings, behaviours and needs on a flipchart. Then we ask which of these the
care workers themselves experience.
Mostly, all the feelings, behaviours and needs are also experienced. This discovery helps us
to understand that even when we are there to support and be strong for our patients, we
are also human. We have feelings and needs very similar to our clients.
We discuss how we can unconsciously take on the feelings of our patients. This affects our
own functioning.
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Understanding the symptoms of stress
This leads us to the next phase of helping us understand what stress looks like.
Each person is given a list of symptoms. They are asked to tick those symptoms they might
have been experiencing in the past month or two.

SYMPTOMS OF STRESS
•

Unexplained feelings of irritation

•

Feeling sad and weepy without any specific reason

•

Feeling unmotivated and bored

•

Feeling hopeless and discouraged

•

Feeling generally angry

•

Conflict with family, clients/patients and co-workers

•

Low energy

•

Getting no pleasure from previously enjoyed activities

•

Coming to work late and leaving early

•

Spending as little time as possible with clients/patients

•

General feelings of being overwhelmed by life

•

Overeating

•

A lack of appetite

•

Poor concentration

•

Forgetfulness

•

Sleeping a lot

•

Sleeping poorly

•

Shoulder and neck pain

•

Lots of minor physical ailments, like allergies, headaches, flu, upset stomach

This improves their insight in some of the feelings they have been experiencing and even
the behaviours that they engage in.
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What is stress, burnout and compassion fatigue?
Burnout is described as accumulated stress or stress that is not cared for or managed. Burnout
is also explained as physical, mental, emotional and spiritual exhaustion and often negatively
affects the person’s resilience.
Contributing factors to burnout:
•

Poorly defined boundaries with clients/patients.

•

Lack of training to perform your job.

•

Very high expectations of oneself as a person and as worker.

•

A repetitious job.

•

Feeling stagnant in your work and in your life.

•

Too many stressors at the same time.

•

Feeling unappreciated.

•

A lack of personal interests outside work.

•

A need for personal and professional support.

•

Being confronted with chronic illness, dying and death.

•

Working with patients/clients and communities who face many challenges.

Compassion fatigue in its simplest form is “characterised as deep physical and emotional
exhaustion and impacts on the ability of a person in the helping profession to care and feel
empathy for their clients and patients”. Compassion fatigue is unique to people who are in
the helping field and is sometimes known as “the cost to caring”. The three levels are all
hazards and their intensity and the effects on our lives and our work increases from stress
to compassion fatigue.
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Stressors identified by carers:
In their personal lives carers have many other responsibilities that leave them
overwhelmed and drained. They often feel lonely and sad. Participants feel
that they need to be loved, supported, appreciated and respected. Some
identified counselling as a need.
Fear is mostly about not knowing when there will be payment delays of
stipends on the side of the Department of Health. They also need to be
heard, trusted and given hope at the workplace.
A sense of hopelessness about life makes some people withdraw and be unsociable,
while others become aggressive and fight for little things in their relationships or with
family members.

Mma Sentle*:
DREA

MS

When you don’t get your stipend your responsibilities to buy groceries, have
transport money for your children to get to school, don’t stop. As a woman you
start going borrowing from relatives. Sometimes I borrow money from neighbours. I
know of people who would also go to Mashonisas (loan sharks) and they are stuck
in an endless cycle of debt.

How can one improve your life when you are trapped into the slavery of living and working
for uMashonisa? I have lost very good relationships because I would borrow money from
family members and neighbours and then give a date that I hoped we would be paid by, to
re-pay my debt. When the stipend is still not paid by that time, trouble starts as I have to
go and explain my situation. People ended up losing trust in me and others even stopped
supporting me as they saw me as a liar. It is sad. And the people doing this to us are sitting
in their comfortable offices never thinking about how much this affects us. It is so painful to
see the distrust in your children’s eyes when you make promises that you will have some
money to buy them a pair of shoes; yet, deep down in your heart, you know it might not be.
These people don’t care because they get paid their salaries every month and their children
are well fed. I am always stressed and I have a bad temper. I shout all the time, especially at
my children. I think my kids are now frightened of me because of this screaming. I am not
fun to be around as I am moody and angry.
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Tina*:
DREA

MS

I have a 26-year-old niece who has been diagnosed with cancer. I had to take her
from her mother in Kroonstad because she was being neglected. My sister is an
alcoholic and just doesn’t care about her. She has lived with me for a year and I am
responsible for her care. It is not always bad, but it gets particularly bad after she
has been for her chemo treatment. I am always tired. At work I must care for sick
patients and when I return home I have another patient to take care of.

My 19-year-old son has not been of any help. He himself is stressed; he impregnated a
young girl in grade 11 and it’s just too much. I am often moody and when these young care
workers are noisy I just want to shut them up with a ‘klap’. I am so angry with my sister and
anyone else who gets on my nerves. Sometimes I wish I could just disappear for a few days
so that I can have some peace. I don’t sleep at all, I am always sick and I even lost weight.
Last month the nurse at the clinic said I over-think, that’s the reason my high blood is not
coming down, I always have headaches and I drink a lot of Grandpa (headache powders).
These sessions are teaching me that my situation is dangerous because on weekends I
am isolating myself more and more and don’t want to go to church or interact with other
women. I also want to leave this job, but I am stuck because I don’t have an alternative plan.
I’m always surrounded by illness. It’s too much for me.

Developing a stress management plan
Although we discuss many external factors that contribute to stress, we also focus on what
we can take responsibility for. This helps us to develop a sense of agency.
Having the motivation to begin working on certain aspects of our lives can help us come up
with a strategy for self-care. By the end of this module, each person develops a personal
stress management plan.
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DEVELOPING A STRESS MANAGEMENT PLAN
YOU AS AN INDIVIDUAL
1. Do you know your purpose in life?
2. Are you able to express your feelings
honestly?
3. Do you have enough time for fun?
4. Are you involved in any art or creative
hobbies e.g. beadwork, singing etc?
5. Do you eat healthy meals and get enough
exercise?
6. Do you have supportive relationships?
7. Do you accept that you are only human
and that there is only so much you can do?
8. Are you able to separate home from work?
9. Do you talk positively about yourself?
10. Are you able to identify your stress
symptoms and take action?
11. Do you attend your own counseling/have
a support group where you can express your
feelings?
12 Do you know your strengths and
weaknesses?
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IN YOUR ORGANISATION

YES NO

PLAN OF ACTION

1. Do you work as a team?
2. Do you receive debriefing at work?
3. Do you have ongoing in-service training?
4. Do you know what is expected of you at
work (a clear job description)?
5. Do you get regular performance feedback
from your co-workers and your supervisors?
6. Do you receive recognition for your effort
and achievement from your team and your
supervisor?
7. Do you accept that you are only human
and there is only so much you can do?
8. Are there written protocols & procedures
on how you should do your work?
9. Can you communicate openly with
your co-workers, your supervisor and
management?
10. Are you able to manage your time
effectively?
11. Do you have enough opportunities for fun
at work?
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Method
First, we give the participants a worksheet on developing a stress management plan.
They have to respond with a ‘Yes’ or a ‘No’ to 12 questions on what stress management
behaviours they are currently practising. They then look at all answers with a ‘No’, and are
asked to choose at least one area where they can develop a plan for how they can improve
that area of their life.
This personal plan is a commitment to self. We help them to identify what support is required
and from whom, and we help them to implement their plan and improve that particular area.
During the follow-up sessions each person reports how their self-care plan is going. They
speak about the reasons for their successes and the obstacles they have encountered in
improving their self-care. They are then further supported and guided towards overcoming
the obstacles.
Mma Sentle’s Stress Management Plan
What is my plan?

I, MaSentle, commit myself to return to the community choir group I used to sing
for. Singing lightens my heart and it used to be my way of connecting with other
people. It is also a free way of taking care of my stress as I can relax without
spending any money.

Who do I need for support?

I need my 19-year-old to help me with the younger children twice a week when I
go to choir practice and on occasions when we have to travel. I will not travel when
the choir goes far as I may not be able to afford it.

When am I going to start?

I am going to go to the next practice and ask the choir master if I can return to the
choir, they have been telling me that they still have my space in the choir.

Why is it important for me to commit to this plan?

I need to put myself ﬁrst, it will make me less angry at everyone. I have blamed
everyone for my unhappiness, but I have learnt there are things that I can take
responsibility for. This is my life and If I don’t start now to do the things that make
me happy, I will die of stress and it’s not right. I owe it to myself to thank myself
and appreciate myself for all my hard work as a single parent. That’s the reason I
am going to commit to this plan.
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STEP 9

CLIN

IC

T

You and Your Work Environment

he purpose of this activity is to reflect on the work that we do and the emotional impact
it has on us.

Method
We ask the following questions:
•

Describe what your work entails.

•

What do you do daily?

•

What do you like about what you do?

•

What do you dislike about your work?

Feedback is given in smaller groups. By this stage in the process the space is safe and we are
listened to. We can express all of our emotions, especially around what we don’t like about
our work.
Care workers often feel uncontained and unsupported at work. They are the lowest in rank
and are perceived to be low in status as well. This affects their self-esteem and worth. They
are often discriminated against and are powerless to assert themselves as they are too
scared to lose their stipend. Internal organisational problems for those care workers who
continue to report to their NGOs can be categorised in three main areas.

1. Disrespect
Thekiso*:
DREA

MS

Sisi, I know I am still young and I don’t have children of my own, however, I am
an adult. I am not a child and I am talking for all of us here, no one here is a child.
We are often called names at work. In my understanding umntwana (a child) is
someone between a baby and 18. We are called “labantwana” (these kids). What is
that? It is disrespectful. So, when someone speaks to you in an undermining tone
and calls you not by your name but uses derogatory language like “lento esdudla
le” (this fat thing), it demeans you and it takes away your dignity. It doesn’t mean,
because you are my supervisor, that you can treat me like I am nothing.
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It doesn’t mean, because you are my supervisor, that you can treat me like I am nothing.
Sisi Mpumi we are called “nothings”. We are asked, uyini wena? (what are you?) Can’t they
see I am a human being. However, I would not dare say that back to anyone as I will be told
about ‘the gate’ (referring to threats of being fired).

Ntokozo*:
DREA

MS

I used to think that the job of a supervisor is to guide me and teach me. I used
to think they were there to grow me. Now I think they make it their mission to
discourage and pull you down. My supervisor once called me a zero. That deeply
hurt me and after that I didn’t expect myself to do well. I would not start any job
with the hope of doing it well. I would always think: ‘What is the point of trying hard,
what is the point of wanting good results?’ I think with time I just stopped caring. It
didn’t matter whether I did right or wrong.

2. Lack of professionalism
Rebecca*:
DREA

MS

I don’t think our management is trained on how to behave professionally at work.
Their approach is often rude and just plain mean. For example, when I have made
a mistake and you want to talk to me, you can’t just shout at me in front of other
staff members so that I become the joke. That is wrong and unprofessional and yet,
when I shout at children who are clients, you accuse me of being unprofessional.
Don’t you think that way of speaking is unprofessional? It’s funny how we are told
that we are “dom” (stupid) – who is really dom here?

What about when someone says that you can talk to her about your family challenges, only
to gossip about your issues later? I was going through a difficult time at home once and I
would report late for work and ask for a day off. I ended up taking the offer to open up and
talk so that she would understand what I was going through. I opened my heart about this
issue. The next thing, in one of the big meetings, another supervisor that I had not told my
story to, was using my personal pain to hurt me. I was so surprised. I knew the only one
who would have told her about my personal story was my supervisor. I was so hurt and
angry and my trust just died. That to me is unprofessional behaviour.
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3. Lack of boundaries

Bongi*:
DREA

MS

I get angry when my supervisor wants to know about my personal business outside
of work and wants to use it against me when we are at work. It is hard enough that
we work in the same community that we live in. People should understand that they
are not my supervisor on weekends. Leave me and my business alone.

The other thing is that when I have done something wrong, instead of my supervisor sorting
it out with me, a different supervisor who I don’t report to, knows more about my issue and
is making a noise in my ears. Sometimes they laugh like school kids, gossiping about us
instead of building us up. My lack of progress at work is actually a reflection on my bad
supervisor. There is no privacy. Everyone wants to be in each other’s business and our
supervisors are not good examples either. Sometimes they even gossip about each other
to the carers, what is that?

After these experiences have been shared I often ask the community health workers what
they want to do about changing their situation. This discussion would also remind them
about the previous sessions on the importance of communicating our feelings and our needs
to others. At this stage in the process it tends to be hard for them to see any possibilities of
giving feedback to their supervisors. There is often a heavy sense of fear, shared and sensed,
in the room. They are scared of losing their jobs and of being further victimised.
Empathising with this fear is important and it is emphasised that it will be revisited in future
sessions. This fear will be worked with in future session, ultimately ending up with the care
workers having a joint session with their supervisors.
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Pausing

A

fter eight emotionally intense sessions we give the care workers a two-month break.
The reason is to give them space to attempt to integrate what they have been learning
and to allow the seeds planted in the sessions to germinate.
MS

DREA

DREAMS

MS

DREA
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Reconnecting

A

nd then we return for some monthly follow up sessions. This is also a time of
monitoring and evaluating the impact of the earlier sessions and to continuously offer
support with those issues that are still a struggle.

The first session, after we have been apart, focuses on specific questions:
•

What has been the same about you since we were last together?

•

What has changed about you since we were last together?

•

What do you attribute the changes to? Is it something internal or are there shifts in
other people around you? Or, have your circumstances changed?

•

What is the same and what is different in your work environment?

It is often an exciting time to observe some changes. It is also great to listen to stories of
changes that we have experienced, especially changes that were initiated by us. There is
often a sense of growth and development, a sense of improved self-confidence.
Rebecca* is young and often playful. Her biggest priority is to maintain her good looks
and her friends. She’s a party girl. However, in the sessions it became apparent that she is
compensating for having lost her parents at a very young age. During the session on stress
she broke down and revealed how overwhelmed she feels with having to take care of her
siblings. She doesn’t know what she wants for herself and her own future. Her life seems
to have stopped. “After a while, the partying gets exhausting. When you are alone you hate
yourself and the lack of direction in your life.”
In the reconnection session she is one of the first to speak.
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Rebecca*:
When we left here, everything that we had learnt became like a manual in my head.
I had to pause and think about my life. Not only think about my life but answer
some tough questions for myself in my journal. I stopped going out as much and
for a while my friends thought I was not well. I realised that the noise and being always
surrounded by people, crowded out my thoughts and I could easily excuse myself from
answering important questions about my life. Being often drunk on weekends was another
convenient distraction for me. So, I tried as much as possible to be sober on weekends. I
was so afraid but, I looked back in my file with my notes and I looked at the self-awareness
questions we had to do in our journal.
I became dissatisfied with my life. What was I modelling to my younger siblings? How come
I was always barking at them that they must study and do well at school so that they could
break the poverty cycle, but unable to do it myself? I also became aware that although I
was always concerned about how smart and beautiful I look, inside I felt ugly and useless.
I started researching the course I wanted to do at UNISA and I realised the registration fees
were not that bad. If I changed my lifestyle, a lot of my money could be saved for something
good. Previously when the “stokvel” money was given to me, I would not be able to honestly
account for how I spent it. This time around I went to register at UNISA. I was very scared
but I went to register for the next semester and I am going to be doing a diploma that has to
do with Early Childhood Development. I love children, I always have, and I know I’m going to
do well. I have also written a lot about my anger and pain because of my parents leaving us
at such a young age. I didn’t realise how angry I was at them and how I took out my anger
at them on myself by abusing my body with so much drinking. Thanks to Sophiatown and
to Sisi Mpumi with herself awareness journey (laughing) I am going to be a true somebody.
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Palesa*:

DRE

AM

S

I used to put everybody else first. I lent people my money. I agreed to people treating
me like I was nothing. I thought that the more I did things for others and went all-out
for them, the more they would love me. During the sessions I became aware that
putting other people’s needs before my own was enslaving. Bengiyisigqila sabanye
abantu. I was other people’s slave. I could not fulfil my own needs and get to my
personal goals because I was busy with my family and my neighbours’ goals.

I started putting myself first. Do you remember we learnt how to budget in these sessions?
In my budget I now start by writing my own needs first. I can say no and not even feel bad
like I used to.
I have now managed to do so many good things in my life. I feel good about myself, my
confidence has increased. I have worked on my house; I plastered outside and I bought
beds for my children. I feel that I am a real woman as I can point where my money goes. I
have really grown.

Maselo*:
A lot is different about me since we started these sessions. I used to have an
attitude of selling myself short. It was normal for me to date other people’s men. I
used to think: “Where am I going to get a man who doesn’t have a woman?” My
man was taken by other women, so I will also take another woman’s man. In other words,
I was a ‘side chick’ and I didn’t see anything wrong with hurting another woman. I didn’t
even realise that I was hurting myself. These sessions taught me to stop believing that half
a loaf is better than nothing. I started believing that I deserved more. I stopped because I
deserve the full attention of a person instead of having to be ok when he is busy with his
family chores. Today I have confidence, I believe that deep in myself I know the difference
between right and wrong. I am able to control my feelings. I feel powerful because I make
choices which suit me and that make me happy. I will never again sell myself short and call
that love. I define how to be loved and I express my needs without fear that I am going to
lose the person.
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STEP 10

Reclaiming our Dreams

T

his session is about witnessing the care worker’s dreams. This increases confidence
and rekindles a belief in the possibilities of life. Care workers frequently share how they
have forgotten their dreams. We would have started a few discussions on their dreams
and their hopes for the future when they shared their “tree of life” in the earlier session.
However, during the follow up sessions we go into more depth. Sometimes community
health care workers are so surprised by how big they used to dream. Their overwhelming
circumstances contribute to these dreams being slowly buried and some even give up on
their dreams.

Method
Participants go through a simple but very powerful activity where they are asked to complete
the sentence: “If I was not scared I would ……”
This becomes the initial catalyst for deep reflection on what they would do with their lives
if they were not held back by various fears. The discussion often brings their dream back
to life.

DREAMS

•

If I was not scared I would complete my Grade 12.

•

If I was not scared I would pursue my dream of becoming a child psychologist.

•

If I was not scared I would use my abilities and talents to start my own business.

•

If I was not scared I would study to be a scriptwriter and an author.

•

If I was not scared I would get a driver’s licence.

•

If I was not scared I would leave being a care-worker.

These dreams become alive and the excitement is shared. There is also a sense of dignity
in being able to share these dreams in a space where no one laughs sarcastically. Where no
one exclaims, “What!!!” Where no one quickly asks: “With what money?” Where no one is
ready with buts and what ifs. The ability to share dreams is taken seriously and honoured
in the groups. There is courage in sharing, and inspiration from listening to what is shared.
There is a sense of caring – if it’s important to you, it becomes important to all of us.
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Rebello*:
I am from the rural areas in Limpopo and grew up in a poor family. I did not know
my father and was raised by a single mother. Our mother worked hard to ensure
that her children were cared for. My childhood was very lonely and I often felt
disconnected even from my siblings. My mom’s priority was our survival, so we didn’t
receive any physical affection.
I was very clever and I did well, but was often laughed at because we were very poor. In high
school it became worse. Students would label me as poor and ugly because I was different.
So, I started believing that I was useless and isolated myself even further. I didn’t have
friends. I had a boyfriend in high school and thought he loved me as he was the only person
who made me feel important. I soon discovered I was pregnant. This changed my whole life.
I slowly forgot about my brilliance, it was buried underneath all my new responsibilities and
the disappointment I caused my mother. At some point I decided that I should move to
Johannesburg to try and get a job. I had to take the first available promise of a job. I joined
this home-based care NGO as a volunteer with the hope of getting a job. Later on I signed
a contract and received a stipend and I could send some money home for my mother and
my child.
This is a caring job, but I had not experienced being cared for myself. I am never sure
whether I am doing the right thing. In the project my self-esteem was often broken down
by my seniors. I would sometimes snap at those who I was supposed to care for. Being
called useless made me doubt myself and my intelligence. When I sat by myself in my shack
I would write and go into an imaginary world and I would write so well – I knew there was
something there. I also discovered that I was good with technology, but no one affirmed me.
I have always had these debates inside me. When I try to convince myself how good I am
and about my gifts, all the voices I have heard in my childhood and adulthood tell me the
opposite. It’s a continuous struggle.
My achievements have been to ensure that my mom and my child are cared for at home
and I have improved her mud house through playing stokvels with the little stipend I earn. I
am also proud that I was given the role of co-ordinating one of the projects and that proved
that I am growing, and that I have the potential of being more, even though I have these
inner demons.
My dreams and hopes for the future are to produce films (especially rural stories) as I am
good at storytelling and writing. I also want to have my own business and give my child
what I was not able to get.
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Once the care workers have shared their dreams, we ask them to work on a collage of what
their dreams would look like. They choose photos or words that capture where they want to
go and that capture their vision. They are asked to keep the collage where they would often
see it so that they never forget what they are working towards.

After the sharing of different collages we work on the practical aspects of working towards
the dreams and fighting the fears that hold participants back. We do this in the following
manner:

1. Identifying passions
We start by identifying our passions. We ask ourselves the question: When
am I most excited, what am I good at?
At this stage of the process everyone is much more confident because
some of the layers that have been hiding our passions have been worked
through and are more easily shared and expressed.
Some of the goals expressed are: Studying to become a nurse, a horticulturist, an author,
a teacher, a social worker, or working in the corporate environment. Other goals are
related to improving the lives of family members. For example, building a proper home
for a parent in the village. There are dreams of making lives comfortable, getting a driver’s
licence and ultimately buying a car. There are even dreams of raising children in a stable and
happy marriage and family or giving their children what some of them never experienced
themselves.
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2. Identifying our fears
Once the dreams have been resurrected, we work with the fears. While we
never promise that they will completely disappear, we begin a process of
seeing how they can be managed. Participants are encouraged to feel their
fears and to own them - while at the same time to keep taking steps, no
matter how small, towards realising these dreams. This is after all how courage has been
described: “Feeling the fear, but doing it anyway.”
Generally the biggest fears identified are people, fear of failure, fear of the responsibility and
the discipline that comes with taking responsibility for changing behaviour.

VALUES

S
DREAM
GOALS

3. Changing our behaviour
The next step is for each person to look at the daily behaviours that do not
contribute towards building their dreams. The behaviour most commonly
identified by the carers is spending money that they don’t have. Living
beyond their means. Being wasteful with money. Some also feel that they
often waste time when they could be more productive.

Qualities of genuineness often emerge when care workers critically explore how they live
their lives. They can take more responsibility for what they can influence. They can look at
their habits and see whether these contribute or distract them from their goals.

Senzi*:
I have been spending too much of my money on loan sharks because I want to
dress up in lovely clothes every time we go out to a party. This is a behaviour I need
to change if I want to achieve my dream of becoming a lawyer.

Kethi*:
I have too many accounts at different clothing stores. This is all about keeping
up with friends and pretending that you can afford things instead of focusing on
things that are truly important to you.” What is more important to me is getting my
qualification as a nurse.
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GOAL SETTING WORKSHEET
What do I want to achieve?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How long is it going to take me to achieve this? (By when do I want to achieve this)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How am I going to start? (practical steps) e.g. saving R100 per month.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------What support do I need to be able to achieve this goal? (From whom will I ask for this
support)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------What might disturb me in carrying out my plans?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How am I going to deal with these obstacles?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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4. Setting goals

GOALS

Participants draw up short-term goals which often arise directly from these
issues. For example, making practical plans to pay off debts; saving together
through a stokvel; using time to search for information at an internet café.

We also look at identifying reliable support and possible obstacles to achieving goals. Often
participants become each other’s support systems.
The increased self-confidence is also helpful at this stage in strengthening the determination
to do better and to do more for oneself, because at this stage people know that they are
worth it. The plans and commitments are monitored when we meet monthly. Each individual
becomes accountable to themselves but also to the group. They also support each other
outside the group.

The story of Sinkie and Palesa
Palesa* and Sinkie* are an example of how the goal setting session can be powerful in helping
the care workers to plan for what they want for their lives. These two are good friends and
were paired up to do their home visits together. It seems as if they had shared a lot of their
goals with each other on their long walks to do home visits. In later sessions, after they had
done this session on reclaiming dreams and setting goals, they shared the following:

Palesa*:
I took the collage I made and placed it on the door of my shack. One of my photos
on that collage was of me teaching. I always wanted to be a teacher – I was so
in love with the way my English teacher motivated me when I was in school in
Thaba-Nchu. So, when Sinkie would visit my shack she would always ask: “How far are
you, my friend, with saving and making enquiries?” I was afraid to tell her that I was scared
that I would fail, so I avoided following up and doing anything about it. I would give her
one excuse after another. One day I got so irritated with her I that decided to remove this
collage from my door. I thought maybe she would stop asking. So instead of facing my
fears, I removed the collage. She would often say to me: “You know, you are such a natural
teacher. When we do home visits you connect better with the children of the patients than
the patients themselves.” I would ignore her. One day I snapped and said: “Sinkie, what
have you done about your own dream to get a driver’s licence? You are always pressurising
me and forgetting your own commitments.”
It was funny, our argument became whether we had done our collages for Sisi Mpumi or
for ourselves. She kept saying: “This is not about Sisi Mpumi, this is about your future.” I
attacked her that she had also not started: “Who promoted you to be Sisi Mpumi?”
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Sinkie*:
I was so hurt that day. I was so frustrated with her for a couple of days that I didn’t
contact her. There was some truth though in what she said. I went back to my
shack and wrote in my journal: “Why have I not started with the driver’s licence?”
Palesa was right, I was procrastinating, just like her. We probably shared similar feelings of
fear, as I was also scared of failing. I had heard how tough doing a driver’s licence is and
I was afraid of failing. However, her last question about “Who promoted me to be u Sisi
Mpumi” really got me angry. Oho!! Ketlommontsa (I’m going to show) Palesa who promoted
me. I am going to go and register for my learner’s licence.
When our emotions had calmed down and we spoke again about the driver’s licence and
UNISA research we apologised to each other. I showed her that I had registered and got a
date to write my learner’s licence and she showed me she had gone to register to upgrade
her Grade 12 English. We both laughed and said it helps to promote ourselves to Sisi
Mpumi. It keeps us accountable. What I learnt was that it’s ok to be scared as you pursue
your goals, you just have to share your fears. It is helpful to have a supportive person in your
life to challenge you and keep you accountable.
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STEP 11

The World of Work

Being part of a team
Care workers often spend a lot of time together and there is an assumption that all is well
amongst them. However, as we continue working together, it becomes apparent that often
there is a lack of trust amongst them. This makes it challenging to open up and be vulnerable
with one another. Another problem is the forming of cliques and a lack of respectful
relationships amongst each other.
We use a fun activity to check how much participants actually know about each other and
to help them develop further knowledge of each other.
The following are examples of questions that would be asked to check how much team
members know about each other:
How well do you know your team members?
What does _____________________ enjoy doing in her spare time?
What is ______________________ crazy about?
How long has ____________________ lived in Johannesburg?
When is ____________________ happiest?
Which type of clients/patients irritate ____________________?
What did ____________________ do for her/his birthday this year?
What is ____________________ most passionate about in her/his work?
What changes in a client/patient make ____________________ happiest?
Who is the loudest in this team?
Who is the moodiest in this team?
Who is most likely to lose something?
Who is most likely to remember little details?
Who is most likely to be manipulated by others?
Who is most likely to quickly challenge others?
Who is most likely to tell you how they really feel?
Who is most likely not to say much about how they feel?
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Often participants are surprised at how little they really know about their co-workers. So
many of us wear masks at work so that we can please others and have a sense of belonging.
This dynamic is common in all groups.
The appreciation circle
After this process we offer team members an opportunity to give each other feedback. This
is done through an appreciation circle:
•

Half of the participants stand in a circle, the other half stand outside this circle. The
people in the inner circle turn to face the people in the outer circle. Each person has a
partner and they stand facing each other.

•

Each person says something that they appreciate about their partner: “What I appreciate
about you in this team is...........”. The other receives the appreciation. The outer circle
keeps moving until everyone is given appreciation and everyone has received it.
The appreciation circle encourages conversations amongst
the care workers. It also builds a sense of being part of a team.
Relationships are improved.
Participants are encouraged to maintain their relationships so that
they can support each other and use each other as resources. Out
there in the bigger world, our voices will be taken more seriously
if we are united and have a solid sense of respect for and amongst
each other.

What I would like you to do…
The second part of this process is done in the whole group. One person sits in front and each
person comes to sit on a chair facing them. They tell the person one thing they would like
that person to do differently to improve the team.
As challenging as this process can be, looking back at the Jo-Hari window, we are reminded
of how we grow through taking difficult feedback.

Work Ethics
Care workers enter the world of work as volunteers and, from what we have gathered,
organisations don’t seem to invest a lot of time in orientating them towards what is expected
of them. For the managers the most important procedure is “signing the contract”, which
involves a quick reading through of the code of conduct.
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Sometimes the people who are supposed to be modelling work ethics lack in this quality
themselves. Care workers have shared stories of supervisors who are not modelling what they
expect them to do. Supervisors who are often late and absent without reasonable explanations.
Supervisors who speak to care workers with disrespect and reprimand them in front of clients
and colleagues. This behaviour from those who are supposed to model professional behaviour
is often confusing and contributes nothing in shaping their work ethic.
The following are some of the Work ethics discussed:
•

Understanding the tasks I am expected to perform in the work situation, i.e.
knowing my job description, areas of work I need to prioritize, and also the
limits of the scope of my practice;

•

My responsibilities around how I behave towards my patients, my colleagues
and my seniors;

•

Respecting the organisation and the values it holds;

•

Respecting the dress code of the organisation;

•

Respecting the confidentiality of the patients or clients and colleagues, even
if we might be living in the same community; and

•

Respecting organisational resources and being a steward of these resources.

Professional Behaviour
This session focuses on professional behaviour – the values and boundaries needed in the
workspace.
As mentioned before we not only focus on personal changes in the lives of the care workers,
but also on the changes in how they approach their work, and in how they treat the children
and the families that they are meant to serve.
Care workers are encouraged to be honest about their own unprofessional behaviours and
the underlying reasons for these. We make the connection between how being treated with
disrespect by those who have authority over us might impact how we treat our patients.
We take a step back and remind ourselves of the purpose of the organisations we work for.
We reflect about what would happen if our organisation or service suddenly didn’t exist for
community members. What would the impact on families and communities be? We remind
ourselves of the value we add to the community.
We look at internal conflicts in organisations and on the negative impact this has on the
families served. We role play how we sometimes take out our own frustrations on patients,
especially on the children.
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This eye-opening session develops empathy. We begin to expect more from ourselves. We
are challenged that being “The Best I that I can Be”, also includes transferring our best to
the way we care for others. This awareness contributes to improving services to the families
and communities, and develops a people who care genuinely and who a can be trusted by
the community.

Siyabonga*:
When we were doing role play on how we sometimes behave in an unprofessional
or disrespectful way with our clients, my eyes were opened. We were role playing
the truth here. This is how we would behave without even thinking about how it
affects, especially, the children. I also notice that the same bad treatment we complain
about – for example, not wanting to be shouted at – is precisely what we are doing when
we shout at children and are impatient with them. This really hurt my feelings as I don’t leave
home to come to work to shout and upset children. I want to make their lives better.

Thokozani*:
I can’t believe that things have become so bad with us that we have become
very impatient with the people that are most fragile. The role play showed that we
are guilty of speaking with disrespect. We are guilty of just rushing when we do
our work and not even wanting to go an extra mile for these families. It is wrong, and we
can’t cry that we are treated badly at work when we are also treating our clients with such
disrespect.
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CHAPTER 11:
THE IMPACT OF THE JOURNEY
ON THE LIVES OF THE CARE WORKERS

C

hange is one of the most challenging issues to quantify in the psycho-social space.
However, it has been my experience that when you are part of the Siyabanakekela
journey of care long enough to closely listen and observe, you can see change. You
become part of the change, you are also changed.
I believe that as trainers we are not experts who have guaranteed solutions to fix people’s
lives, we join the community care workers and become fellow travellers. We share and learn
in the process. Seeds are planted. How and when they sprout and grow into amazing life is
mostly not the main focus during the journey. Sometimes the growth is experienced only
after we have said our goodbyes. The journey does not end. As the care workers continue
with their lives and work, they integrate meaningful lessons and discard those that have not
made sense.
This being said, we need to be accountable and not avoid the question: “What difference
does this Siyabanakekela program make in the care workers’ lives”?
Maybe because we were not eager to see the journey as a scientific process, but as a process
of emotional care, it has taken us a while to clearly articulate the indicators of change for this
program. As they stand, our indicators speak to a world where people (especially women)
are able to own and express their emotions without fear or judgement; a world where
women begin to see and embrace their self-worth; and where they look beyond the present
situation, into a different future.
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INDICATORS OF CHANGE
Change takes place in stages and reaches the highest stage only when we are able to work
with them in the long term (i.e. up to 3 years).

1. Carers are able to express emotions authentically and without fear of judgment. At this
stage carers feel safe to talk about how they feel, often in relation to their personal
histories and family lives.
2. Carers begin to see and embrace a sense of their own worth. Carers at this stage talk
about their own need to be cared for and initiate actions of self-care. They are also able
to set appropriate boundaries.
3. Carers begin to look beyond the present situation into a different future. Carers at this
stage start talking about their dreams, envisage a better life for themselves, set goals,
and start planning towards achieving them. I am worthy to be more. I want to improve
my life. I want a license. I want to register.
4. Carers demonstrate a rise in self-esteem through concrete actions. At this stage carers
use phrases like: I am here. I matter. I know what I want. They begin to live the dream
and take practical steps like bringing proof of registration; expanding their business;
studying for a learner’s license.
5. Carers are able to talk about and reflect on the “mess” in their organisations. Once carers
have started acting positively on changing their personal circumstances, their new-found
sense of agency transfers to their working lives.
6. Carers demonstrate a growth in professionalism in the way they behave towards
management, colleagues, and beneficiaries in the work situation. For example, carers
report that they no longer “cook” information about their clients; they engage with
professional ethics; and they find a collective voice when things are going wrong in the
organisations.
7. Carers are more present for their clients and more responsive to their needs. At this
stage we usually get positive feedback about improved client care from management,
colleagues or the carers themselves.
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Concurrent with points 6 and 7, care workers who never identified with the work of caring
make concrete plans to leave the organisation to realistically pursue other goals or careers.
For example, in the Finetown group, eight of the 12 community care workers have concrete
exit plans.
Here are some stories that were shared in response to the question: “What difference has
this Siyabanakekela journey made in your life?”
These are stories of pain, struggle, joy and change. They are sacred stories that did not start
with the Siyabanakekela program. They will not end here either – we hope and believe that
the program has impacted on how these stories are continuing, and how they will be told
in years to come.
Ntsoaki*:
My mother lent me to another family
I was born in March 1985. I am 32 years of age. My mother gave birth to me and
raised me. When I was 10 years old, she “lent” me to a family that were her relatives
in the Eastern Cape. I remember I was only in Standard 2. We were very poor at
home and my dad worked for white farmers. I am just thinking maybe that’s the reason my
mother “lent” me to this family.
I am grateful that this family raised me and taught me how to be independent and selfreliant. They taught me so many other things about life. The only problem was that they
were very mean and cold towards me. I used to feel like I was being abused most of the
time. I was a very kind hearted and meek child, just as I am still kind hearted.
He forced me to go with him
When I was 13 years old I was raped. My sister had sent me to another home in another
village to take money there. It was a bit of a distance from our home. Even though there
were taxis that went there you would wait for a long time for them.
I was able to get a taxi that day, but I had to further connect with a bus to get to that village.
Unfortunately I missed the bus and there was only one bus per day. There was no turning
back. I told myself that I would walk until I got to that village. I was going to pass four smaller
villages before I could get there. I knew how unsafe it was to walk but there was nothing
else I could do. It was getting darker and I didn’t think of asking for help in the homes I was
passing as I was walking. I am just grateful to God that I didn’t die on that day.
While I was walking I met these three older men who asked me where I was going. I told
them. I heard them whispering to one another. One was saying: “This is a child, let’s leave
her alone”. It was clear that they were arguing about what to do with me. One pulled out an
(oukapi) knife and the other two left me with the one with the oukapi. He forced me to go
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with him. I was scared of being killed so I went with him. He took me to this hut that looked
deserted and that’s where he raped me.
In the morning he accompanied me and said I must not tell anyone about what had
happened. We passed another place where he took me in again and raped me with that
oukapi in his hand for me to see. After the second time I asked him, “Can you just kill me?”
I cried so loud at that moment, I just wanted to die. He left me there and I felt so dirty and
ashamed. I was stinking. I took off the jersey I was wearing, and I thought that maybe I could
use it to strangle myself and commit suicide, but it was impossible. I ended up reaching
my destination. When I got there one of my brothers was already there looking for me. I
explained what happened. But what seemed more important was the money that I had
been asked to bring. I was asked to describe this man and I did. My brother said he will take
me in the morning so that I could show him that hut I was talking about.
In the morning I took him there and in a nearby hut we found an old woman and my brother
explained the reason we were there. The old woman asked his name. I remembered that
the other two guys used his name during their argument, so I told her. She admitted that
my rapist was her son. She encouraged us to go the police to lay a charge against him. My
brother then decided that we must leave it and warned me not to talk about this incident to
anybody ever. That’s how we left it.
Married to a stranger
When I was 17 years old I was taken by force to be married to a stranger. This was called
“ukuthwalwa”. I was taken to this other family at a house and I was locked in there with a
man. This man that I was supposed to be a new wife to, also raped me that night. I was just
crying and he didn’t even seem to care.
In the morning the door was opened and there were mamas who came in who were happy
to see me there. After that, lobola was paid for me and I was a bit hopeful that maybe now I
would have a good life. It was not to be like that. This so-called husband used to hit me and
was very abusive. He didn’t even give me money to take care of myself.
After some time my brothers fetched me and said I must go and work so that I could
provide for my father. I left that abusive, forced marriage with a baby. My father was ill and
very soon after that he died (he died in 2005). They sold the cattle that were for my lobola to
bring him back to the village where he was buried. I was reconnected with my mother and
my siblings during my father’s burial. My son is now 13 years of age and he has never been
supported financially or emotionally by my ex-husband.
Finding my own shack
I later moved to the city to find employment and I worked as a domestic worker. This is
where I met the man that I am with now. He was working in the neighbourhood. When we
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first met he was kind and calm. I later lived with my aunt in Johannesburg whilst continuing
to look for odd jobs. I then volunteered in one of the home-based care NGOs. I was already
pregnant with my second child. As soon as my aunt discovered this she asked me to leave.
I ended up being taken in by one of the community health workers, who was my colleague.
When I got my first stipend I rented a shack. I called my boyfriend to come live with me.
As soon as he moved in he changed. He became a drunkard and would beat me and
physically and emotionally abuse me. I persevered with that terrible life until we attended
these sessions in 2016.
Speaking out for the first time
I was one of the quietest people in the group. I was afraid and thought everyone could see
the pain and shame I have carried from the age of 13. I spoke softly and would not even
look up or say anything when others shared their experiences. I always felt sad, tired and
heavy. I was hiding a sad and painful life.
One day we were reflecting on the increase of gender-based violent crimes in the community
and talking about what we can do as women to protect ourselves. I made a decision that
I was going to share my story. In these sessions I had learnt that I matter. So I thought if I
matter then my story matters and I can share my feelings with other women. I raised my
hand for the first time and I spoke up.
I was treated with respect and I knew I was safe. I thought more and more about my
importance and that I deserve to be treated with love and respect. I have decided I need to
love myself first and I also need support as there is so much trauma that I have experienced
in my childhood, my first marriage and my current relationship. There is a lot that I need to
heal from; talking about it is the first step. I feel relieved that I was heard and listened to. I
can’t carry on in this way anymore. I need to love myself so that I can be loved on my own
terms.
I was referred to counselling. My partner got a job in a neighbouring country and he now
only returns home on a monthly basis. My confidence increased from the sessions and I
started laying down the rules on how I want to be treated. I speak and he now listens. I have
not been beaten in the past six months. I now know about my rights to get a protection
order and my children’s rights to maintenance.
The session on ‘Dreaming Again’ helped me to find the confidence to start my own sewing
business. It is my passion. I have started and I feel so liberated.
Learning to take control of my life and make my own decisions has been healing in itself.
Thank you Sophiatown!!! Had I not attended these sessions I would not have known it’s
possible to heal and smile again.
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Morwesi*:
I was born on the 13th of May 1987. My mom tells me I was born at Natalspruit
hospital. I grew up in Limpopo in a village known as Ga-Ramokgopa. My dad
passed away in 1992. After that, we moved to my maternal grandmother’s home.
My mom has five children and I’m the fourth one. Growing up, life was difficult as we stayed
in a big family at my granny’s. Sometimes I felt as if my granny favoured my aunt’s children
over us. We didn’t have any choice as we had nowhere else to go.
In 2004 I completed my Grade 12 and I passed with an exemption. I wanted to study travel
and tourism but due to lack of knowledge and finances I was forced to stay at home. In
2006 I moved to Johannesburg. It was difficult as I had to adjust to a new place without
friends. My mom worked as a domestic worker in Lenasia. In 2007 my aunt, who I was
very close to, died and I was devastated. After her funeral I pursued a three-week security
training course, only to find out that I was pregnant. I was only 20 years old. It was difficult
as I was unemployed and I was grateful that at least my mom had a job.
In 2009 one of my neighbours told me to bring my CV to one of the Home-based care
NGOs in the area. I got an opportunity to work there as a community health care worker.
I later did a computer course, but it never crossed my mind that I could return to school
and pursue my original dream. I was now focused on my baby and helping my mother as
a breadwinner.
In 2016 we were told that we had to attend debriefing sessions. I was not sure whether to
attend. I thought it was a waste of time. I then decided that I would go for one session just
to see what’s going on and if it was boring I would never return.
Wow! I met this caring warm woman from Sophiatown. I know it might be hard to believe
but I continued to attend the sessions and it changed my life. I used to put my friends and
family first. I was also afraid that if I was honest about my feelings and my needs I would hurt
others’ feelings. In the past, I would rather cry than share my feelings. I could not voice my
feelings. I would not think much about my own future. It was always about looking after my
family, my children, my friends and my boyfriend. I wanted to please them and would buy
those presents and spend R150 just to call friends and talk about nothing. I also wasted
time and money on parties and watching aimless TV.
I didn’t realise that I was still young and that I could save and return to school to study. In
my mind I only thought I need to give all these people a “good life”, with a R2450 stipend.
The sessions helped me in a big way. First, to admit that I was scared. I was scared of what
I could become. I was scared of moving out of my comfort zone. The sessions helped me
to overcome these fears. As soon as that wall of fear was taken down I acted. I applied for a
degree in Business Management and Economic Science at UNISA. I became more focused
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and cut ties with friends and was motivated to save money. I feel for the first time that I will
be doing something really important for myself.
The second biggest change for me was learning to speak my mind and do what I have to
do without feeling guilty. I own my life, I live for myself and I am no longer careless about
money. I now use my phone differently, to research for information about bursaries. The less
aimless time I have been spending on my phone, the more time I have had to spend with
my children. I am also a calmer mother. I am not as short-tempered and abusive towards
my children anymore.
I also had this fear of informing my family that I would like to have my own place. The
strategies that were shared in the sessions helped me. I am now ready to talk about this
issue as I have a future that I am working on.
I am so thankful that I decided to go and see what these sessions were all about. They have
helped me to discover what life is all about.

Esther*:
I am 43 years old. I was disturbed at a very early age. When I was 15 years old my
mom got very ill and I had to drop out of school. I had already started school at a
very late stage of my life. For five years I had to take care of my mom until she was
much stronger. I later married very young. I was not ready. When I had my first child my
husband was still good and being responsible. But when I went back to night school and I
was in Standard 5, my husband changed. He impregnated a woman and that period got so
stressful for me. I was assaulted by the family of this woman and I ended up dropping out
of Standard 5. Although this issue was later settled it was tough on me.
In 2010 I was invited to volunteer at a Catholic project that worked with people who are
living with HIV/AIDS. It was scary at first as I had to do field work and visit very ill people. In
time I learnt new skills and developed confidence of taking care of ill patients.
My marriage continued to be dysfunctional. My husband decided to stop maintaining the
children – we already had three at that time. He was more focused on external issues. In
2013 I met ‘Sophiatown’ through debriefing sessions that I used to attend at the Catholic
Cathedral. I was highly stressed at that time and I felt stuck as I was really functioning like a
single parent. My firstborn had completed matric. During those sessions I was encouraged
to fight for my child and push him to get further education. I took him to college and he got
a qualification and I am so grateful that he now has work.
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As we were doing community healthcare work I became aware that it’s difficult to do this
work if you are illiterate. We were required to write reports and fill in forms. I could not do
that. I decided to go back to school again. I did level 3 and level 4, and I am now in matric.
When I met Sisi Mpumi again in 2016, I already knew what these sessions had previously
done for me and what they would do for me again. In 2017 I learnt to face my relationship
issues with my husband. I took out a protection order against him. I also had the courage
to have an honest conversation with him about the state of our relationship and challenged
him to maintain his children, even if he has chosen not to live with us. This was because of
what was discussed in those sessions.
I have learnt to be firm and I have learnt to be independent and self-reliant. I am courageous
to push through with my life. I am motivated to love myself and persevere with matric. I am
still dreaming of achieving more. We have been stuck in this community health work for so
long and the government seems to have forgotten about us. I now know there are greater
possibilities.
The sessions were also great in helping me manage my anger so that when I go to see
my patients I behave professionally. We have seen a difference in how those who attend
sessions are able to manage their emotions, as compared to those that don’t attend. Thank
you so much Sophiatown, this process has been life changing.
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CHAPTER 12:
BUILDING CARING LEADERSHIP
“Leadership, like life, is largely a matter of paying attention.”
Autry
Supporting the Carers Through Working with Those Who Lead Them

I

t is always exciting to witness and hear reports of changes in the lives of the care workers
as they re-claim their space and their voice in different relationships. However, when they
return to a harsh working environment that is not conducive to speaking up, to thinking
for yourself, to sharing thoughts and feelings, the changes cannot last.
Because their organisation had not changed, many carers were finding it impossible to
assert their newly found voices. They reported that their supervisors were resistant to being
asked questions and hearing different opinions. Many supervisors interpreted this new way
of being as an attack on themselves and their authority. Carers were even threatened that
they could not attend the follow-up sessions. This made the care workers fearful, withdrawn
and frustrated. They also felt that they were betraying themselves by keeping quiet. This is
why we developed workshops for supervisors called “Self-awareness for Leaders”.
Including the supervisors in the process has been useful in strengthening service to
communities, long after we have stopped working with an organisation. It also paves the
way for joint sessions between the senior managers, the supervisors and co-ordinators
and the care workers. These joint sessions are a new experience for everyone – giving and
receiving feedback from each other, having discussions about issues and finding ways to
improve the organisation.
But change is a tough process. There are many complex dynamics that contribute to
organisations being unhealthy. However, working with supervisors brings about a positive
shift in their relationships with care workers and helps them to also feel better supported.

Dipuo*:
I never really thought of management as human beings with feelings just like us. But
after we started sharing our feelings about different issues in our lives it suddenly
hit me that they are human beings too. I was even surprised that I had so much in
common with some of them. This has made me think that I can ask my supervisor how her
child is doing at school, as our children are in the same grade.
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How We Became Leaders
When we start the process of self-awareness for leaders we are interested in hearing their
stories. And part of their story is how they got into leadership. We found roughly three types
of paths to becoming leaders.
Some were promoted to a leadership position because they proved themselves to be highly
skilled care workers.
In other organisations the founder had been supported by loyal volunteers for many years.
When the organisation grew and received funding, some of these volunteers (or even
their children) were given a leadership role as gratitude for the years of work without
compensation.

Mme Mathilda*:
I was born and raised in the Free State. My father was a traditional healer and my
mother always had a small business – whether it was selling second hand clothes
or selling alcohol. We never went to bed hungry as both our parents were hard
workers but my parents were too focused on making money and sometimes my father
would be gone for days to help people who were ill in villages far from home. My father died
under very cruel circumstances. I suspect that there was a rival traditional healer who was
jealous of his work and incited the people against him. These rumours had a bad impact
on our family as we were attacked several times and he didn’t survive the last violent attack
on our home.
I was very close to him and I was devastated and very angry and bitter. My mother moved us
to Johannesburg to live with her sister. Our lives changed. When we arrived in Johannesburg
I had finished school but I was not motivated. I worked in different shops as a cashier but I
always had a temper and lost my job. I never said anything to anyone, but part of my anger
was just how people in authority would push me around and I could not take it.
After getting married I decided to start selling food from my house as we lived in a busy
street, but after my husband was retrenched business was badly affected. He left me and
ran off with a younger woman. I was left with three children to look after. I had to go work
as a domestic worker and I managed to take all three through school. I was hit with another
blow when my second child died after a long illness, leaving me with a baby that was a few
months old. One day a lady that I met in the bus told me about a project she had started
to take care of people who were HIV positive. I always suspected that my child had died of
HIV/ AIDS, but the only person I had discussed it with was my sister. So, I was interested in
helping other mothers so that their children could be better cared for than my child – it was
too late for anyone to help her.
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I took this lady’s details and in December of that year my employers told me they were
moving. I went to see this lady and she said I could join the project in January. We worked
hard in that project. We were only five women and we did everything for nothing. There was
no stipend then. This lady and I became good friends. She would take me to some meetings
and also taught me a lot about writing reports or proposals. I can say everything I learnt,
I was taught by her. My confidence also improved. When she got funds from sponsors I
would assist in writing reports.
The organisation expanded and I was promoted to co-ordinator. I was very happy as I
had a lot to teach the young ones that were now volunteering in the project. This new
responsibility changed my life, but I was still angry and bitter about the death of my father,
the abandonment by my husband and the death of my child and being abandoned once
again with a small baby. I felt that others took me for granted and I was determined not to
be abused by these kids that I was in charge of.

The third group of leaders who were promoted were care workers who were given the
opportunity to study as auxiliary social workers. This is a one-year qualification that allows
you to assist a social worker. Many of these auxiliary social workers were placed into
organisations by the Department of Social Services to supervise care workers.

Nontho*:
I always had a dream of becoming a teacher. But there was no money to take me
further when I passed my matric. My father abused alcohol and although he worked
we looked to my mom for everything. After matric I became pregnant and my father
chased me out of his house. I moved in with a friend and joined the community project she
was volunteering in. I had been to a good school where we were taught computers and I
was one of the few caregivers that could use the computer. I ended up helping with a lot of
admin after my home visits to clients. I was later promoted to doing admin and compiling
reports and monthly registers for the Department.
Two years ago I got an opportunity to study social-auxiliary work and I took it. It was not what
I initially wanted but I thought it would open other doors for me. I was already enjoying the
administration as I was good at that job. When I graduated I was placed, by the Department
of Social Development, at this small NGO to see clients, but also to supervise about seven
care workers. I didn’t really enjoy it, but it was better than nothing and I was told I was going
to be part of the management.
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It is clear that these supervisors are not prepared for the responsibility of leadership. They
are not even given a short course in leadership so that they can have a basic understanding
what supervision is about. They are just thrown in the deep end. The monthly supervision
they receive from their supervisors, who are social workers from the Department of Social
Service, is focused on caseloads and the programs.
A supervisor is not only there to supervise the work with patients – they guide, model,
support, resolve conflict and help translate the policies of the organisation. A good
supervisor will also understand the needs of the worker holistically and know how to tap
into their unique gifts, talents and passions so that they can use these to grow and develop.
This requires expertise.
The lack of training of supervisors again demonstrates the lack of care and respect from the
authorities for the care workers, and ultimately the communities they work in.

Broken Leaders
When we go through the self-awareness process with the leaders, we discover that they are
usually just as broken and wounded as the care workers. They too have felt abandoned and
unloved. They too could not pursue their dreams because their marks were not good enough
or because there were no funds. They also have insecurities and feelings of bitterness about all
that has gone wrong in their lives. Their fears have not suddenly disappeared because they are
now called supervisors. Some live with guilt and shame and don’t like themselves very much.
Despite not having any models of leadership when they were growing up, so much is
expected of them. They are expected to model, to guide, to groom and to influence.

S

DREAM
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Mthoko*:
I have been taking care of my long-term boyfriend. He is also the father of my two
children. He was laid off work after he got really sick. Our families seem to have
distanced themselves from us after he lost his job. It has been a lonely journey for
me as I have been disconnected from friends as well. When you stop going out because
uyagulelwa (you are caring for a sick person), you start seeing who your true friends are. I
have been socially isolated. I also feel resentful because I was left to care for our second
born when my boyfriend ran around with other women. I don’t think I have forgiven him. I
am so angry.
And when the carers need my attention and support at work I find it difficult not to snap.
I am often moody and not interested in their problems as I have my own. The sessions
with SisMpumi have been like counselling to me. For the first time I was able to be honest
with myself and cry about this whole mess. I hope my colleagues can understand why
sometimes I just want to be left alone.

The Impact of Broken Leaders
It is painful to become aware of how those who supervise the care workers have had to hide
so many wounds. What makes it worse is that often these wounds, insecurities and fears
are hidden by shaming and oppressing the other, and by attacking and destroying the selfesteem of those who work under them.
When any human being’s humanity is not acknowledged, for example by being treated in
an inferior manner, they stop responding as human beings. And so it all becomes a vicious
cycle – care workers get into trouble with their supervisors for cutting corners and not
caring enough about what they are doing. Supervisors impose punishment that further
communicates to the care workers that they are worthless. It becomes an impossible
expectation for un-acknowledged, uncared for care workers to go out to communities and
be caring.
Part of our work with leaders is to help them become aware of both their underlying
powerlessness, as well as the power they do have.
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Joint Sessions
Once we have worked with both the care workers and the leaders of an organisation we
develop a broader and a deeper insight into the dynamics of that organisation. Often the
biggest problems in organisations is communication. Many leaders think that communication
is speaking down at care workers and thereby they take away their dignity. What they receive
back is passive aggression.
Our work therefore is to attempt to connect the two groups so that they can speak to each
other, to listen to each other and, most importantly, to see each other as human beings who
wish to serve the interests of the community.

Step 1: Preparing each group
To prepare for the joint sessions we have to work through the care
workers’ fear of facing their supervisors and ensure that they feel
safe enough to share their feelings and to speak out with one voice.
On the other hand, the leaders have to own and work through their
own vulnerabilities. They need to be made aware of their power and
consider how abuse of this power might contribute to care workers
withdrawing and behaving in an oppositional manner.
Therefore, before inviting them into the same room, we have separate preparatory sessions
for both groups.
In the care workers’ preparation session we focus on the following:
•

Discussing their fears and working through them;

•

Exploring the advantages of speaking up, the disadvantages of speaking up, and also the
advantages and disadvantages of not speaking up; and

•

Focusing on the objective of the joint sessions, i.e. :
- The management and the staff are able to give and receive feedback from each other;
- To create an environment that is conducive to talk about any conflict between them
and to resolve it; and
- The team coming up with alternative structures, systems and attitudes they want to
put in place in the organisation to improve relationships and, to improve services to the
community.

Once we have clarified the above we invite care workers to recall the issues that they are
not happy about in their work environment. They write the issues on the flipchart paper.
They are requested to choose two people who will present these issues during the joint
session. The other care workers are encouraged to add examples at any point during the
joint session if they want to do so.
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An example of group rules from a joint session:
•

No naming, shaming or blaming.

•

Participation of all while respecting choice.

•

Be brave, take a chance to ‘say it’. Speak with respect and honesty.

•

Cellphones off, even outside the room.

An example of group hopes and expectations of a joint session:
•

Letting go of the past and starting a new life.

•

A change in our manner of approach towards each other and
towards the patients and the children.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A positive change in our workplace.

Being patient with each other during the meeting and later.

Being able to
responsibility.

approach

Speaking to the
generalisations.
Improving our
confrontation.

our

work

individuals

communication;

with

a

concerned
positive

high

sense

and

avoiding

and

of

constructive

Improving our support of each other.
Rectifying our mistakes.
Being professional.

This strategy helps them to present their issues as a united front and it protects those people
who are extremely anxious about being victimised.
The final part of the preparation is to encourage an openness to listen and to feel the
discomfort when they themselves receive feedback from management and, to take
responsibility for their own behaviour.
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The management also goes through a similar process. The emphasis here is to help them
empathise with the anxieties and fears of the care workers as well as to create an awareness
of their own power and its impact. Leaders also put together a list of issues they would like
care workers to approach differently and choose a representative to give feedback. Like the
care workers they are made aware of the importance of listening and taking responsibility.

Step 2: The joint session
This session is opened by clarifying the objectives of the session previously discussed in their
respective preparatory sessions.
After that we encourage the group to come up with group rules that will ensure that the
space is conducive to feeling safe to talk to each other.
Once that has been done we check the whole group’s hopes for the joint session.
The next step in the process is to help them reconnect at a human level. We do this through
an activity called “Getting to know you”:
We do this activity in an inside-outside circle format, pairing management with child care
workers. This gives everyone the opportunity to have a conversation about different topics
and get to know each other better. These conversations are stimulated by questions such as:
- What is your favorite thing to do outside of work?
- Who is your favorite person outside your family and why?
- What are your two biggest fears?
- What makes you anxious?
- What brings you joy?
- If you could change anything about the way you were raised, what would it be?
This experience breaks through a lot of the anxiety from both sides and helps everyone to
connect at a human level. The care workers sometimes comment that they did not realise
that people in management struggled with certain issues and had similar fears to them.

Buli*:
I really appreciate the activity that we started with. My partner was uAusi Mthoko,
when we shared our fears about the present and future and our concerns about
raising our children and I listened to her, I realised that she is human. I had never
thought of any of these guys in management as having feelings. I also became aware that
we are both mothers who are doing our best for our children.
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Step 3: Giving and receiving feedback
To change the power dynamic we would often ask the care workers to present their issues
first. They start with ‘What we appreciate about you is ...................... and what we are
requesting that you do differently is .........................’
The management is asked to listen until the end of the presentation and then invited to ask
any clarification questions. The facilitator encourages empathy from the management and
also encourages a discussion.
During this time other care workers can also provide clarity so that the focus is not only
on the representatives. Management is asked to respond, but challenged by the facilitator
when they become defensive.
This process is then repeated with the management giving their appreciation and their feedback.
The joint sessions can be emotional and hard. Both groups are encouraged to sit through the
difficult process without defaulting back into their usual manner of attack, defence, shame
or ridicule.
Once both sides have given and received feedback, I often play the role of helping individuals
to take responsibility and to apply some of the skills learnt during the process to really listen
with empathy.
The biggest and most common issue for the care workers is feeling disrespected, a lack of
boundaries and professionalism. They also often feel that they are not seen or appreciated
by their leaders. The supervisors on the other hand, will complain about apathy and
laziness. They also feel that care workers lack respect for authority, and behave in an
unprofessional way.

Simple ideas and requests come up in this process:
•

Letting go of the past and starting a new life;

•

For a closed-door policy when giving negative feedback;

•

•
•
•
•

For regular staff meetings and feedback sessions to improve
communication;
For affirming staff when they have done well;

For fairness and equality of treatment of staff;

For listening to staff when sharing ideas, and respecting their
right to freedom of expression;
For the space to speak openly without being shut down.
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Step 4: Recommendations and strategies
After this we encourage the team to come up with recommendations and strategies for
systems to be put in place to try and resolve issues.
On the other hand, management might make the following requests:
•

For staff to be more professional in the way they handle themselves and their work;

•

For staff to respect their jobs and do the right thing;

•

For staff to be more consistent in their behaviour and not only behave in the right
manner after a staff meeting and then revert to their old ways after a few weeks;

•

For staff to be more flexible and co-operative; and

•

For staff to have an attitude of helpfulness and wanting to go the extra mile.

All the ideas and recommendations are compiled in a report by the facilitator and any
governance issues that the management have to follow up on are included in this report so
that they can track progress.

Step 5: Ending the Session
The session is ended by each person sharing what attitude they are leaving behind and what
new attitude are they taking back with them.

Conclusion
We don’t claim that all is well after these sessions. But organisations are given the opportunity
to get a glimpse of alternative ways of being with each other. These sessions can often
be intense and tough – such is the nature of re-building. Human beings are complex. And
wounded human beings need time, love and patience.
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Final Thoughts

I

am one of those people who still worships at the same church in which I grew
up. And whenever I have done something that they are proud of, the mamas and
gogos at church who were part of the village that raised me, say: “Your mother
died too soon. We wish she was here to see who you are.”

I have always taken these comments lightly. Responding with a smile, I answer:
Babona yonke into la bekhona (Gogo, they can see everything where they are). Then
I walk away, feeling happy that the gogo’s are proud of who I have become.
But in writing this book, I have thought about these comments again, and taken
them to heart. And yes, my heroes who have built a solid foundation for me and for
us, did indeed die too soon.
When you plant a tree, you know that one day it will provide so much life. But you
don’t necessarily think of the generations of people who will receive its shade, or
be fed by its fruit, or use the branches to make fire. You don’t think about the fruit
being eaten, and the seeds falling or being replanted - to spread more shade, more
fruit and more heat. And this is how I feel at the end of sharing this journey. The tree
that my heroes have planted has grown - and I, for my part, have not neglected my
responsibility.
In all the experiences with the care workers I have begun to say: “Yes, my heroes,
you departed too soon. You left before you could hear that the seeds of the tree you
planted in me have fallen into so many different hearts; before you could hear that
the voices that were once scared and ashamed, are today loud and focused!”
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The fire that I have observed in the voices of the care workers when they declare
that they want more for their own lives and the future of their children, has caused
me to weep with joy. It has made my spirit open to the responsibility we have as
African practitioners to be led by those we journey with, and to develop our own
theories and practices.
From journeying with the care workers I have learnt that being allowed into people’s
lives in such an intimate way, is being let into sacredness. The tears of the care
workers have given me comfort in my own tears. If these women have gone through
so much and are still standing, I also will get through my own struggles. I have learnt
that as you touch others’ lives, be ready for your heart to be touched as well. I have
learnt that staying humble and respectful keeps your heart open. I have learnt that
if you remain true to who you are, you will be trusted. I believe that this work is not
only psychological work; it is also spiritual work and it is political work.
I have learnt that I am also a carer, and that the care workers’ struggles are also
mine. That they are all of our struggle as South Africans. And I trust that in reading
this book you have found your own story in these voices. And that you will join our
movement of love – changing South Africa, one human being at a time.
Bazali bami, my parents, you left too soon!
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